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PREFACE

The German people did not understand the sea.
In the hour of its destiny it did not use its 
fleet. To-day all that I can do for the fleet 
is to write its epitaph.1

With these words Grand Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz, 
the creator of the German High Seas Fleet, concluded his 
memoirs. At the beginning of World War I, Tirpitz ex
pected the German Navy to break the back of British sea 
power, but this dream ended rudely at Scapa Flow where 
the mighty German battlefleet was scuttled by its own 

crews.

The scuttling at Scapa Flow is no simple affair. 
While researching this paper, I realized the great di
vergence of opinion concerning the sinking. The German 
fleet was interned at the British harbor of Scapa Flow 
prior to the signing of the Treaty of Versailles, after 
which it would be turned over to the victorious Allied 
powers. Admiral Ludwig von Reuter, who commanded the 
imprisoned German ships in June, 1919, admitted that he 
had ordered the ships scuttled because he believed that 
Germany had refused to sign the Peace Treaty and did not 
wish to have the British seize the German fleet. Von

1 Grand Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz, My Memoirs 
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1919), II, P* 207.



Reuter's memoirs contain a commonly believed version of 
the sinking. Also, in a poor attempt to write a defin
itive account of the German naval mutiny of 1918, Paul 
Schubert and Langhorne Gibson in Death of a Fleet whole
heartedly accepted Reuter's story because their research 
on the scuttling went little beyond Reuter's book, Scapa 
Flow. Yet Reuter, except for one obscure sentence, and 
Schubert and Gibson all ignore a letter which Reuter had 
received from the Chief of the German Admiralty, Adolph 
von Trotha, which ordered von Reuter never to surrender 
the ships.

In both British and American state papers it is 
said that the German government was responsible for the 
scuttling because of von Trotha's letter. No one assumed 
that von Trotha was not acting in an official capacity 
when he wrote his letter. In the German state papers 
the hypothesis of the Allies is ignored and von Reuter 
is said to be solely responsible.

Among the Allies, the French accused the British, 
because their lax guarding of the German fleet, of being 
responsible for the scuttling. The British then attempted 
to shift the blame to the Americans and the French be
cause they were in favor of the internment of the ships 
rather than immediate and outright surrender.
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The many contemporary newspaper articles and 
periodicals accused the Germans of treachery and placed 
the blame on the German people as a group.

Not only is there conflicting opinion on the 
scuttling, but there are also many interpretations con
cerning the naval mutiny. When the German Navy mutinied 
in 1918, this was the spark which ignited the German 
Revolution of 1918-19. Yet, the interpretations of the 
causes of this mutiny are diverse. Phillip Scheidemann 
in The Making of New Germany believes the mutiny to be 
a spontaneous reaction caused by the Navy's attempt to 
fight an eleventh-hour, suicidal battle in 1918. To 
Scheidemann, the mutiny had absolutely no political over
tones. Admiral Reinhard Scheer in Germany's High Sea 
Fleet claims that the attempted battle had every indi
cation of success, while Ralph Lutz in Causes of the 
German Collapse uses documents to demonstrate that the 
naval mutiny was deliberately planned by left-wing 
political groups.

Besides these arguments there is a conspicuous 
lack of information on the results and the impact of 
the scuttling on both Germany and the Allied powers.
In this thesis, I will attempt to resolve controversial 
issues to the satisfaction of the reader while attempting
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to present a clear narrative of the events leading up to 
the scuttling and the reactions to the scuttling.

To write the epitaph of such a fleet requires 
the assistance of many people without whose help the 
presentation of such an epic story would he seriously 
handicapped. My thanks go first to Professor Arthur G. 
Umscheid, my thesis advisor. The many hours which Dr. 
Umscheid spent po .ring over the pages of my rough drafts 
while writing countless constructive criticisms in the 
margins, served to improve greatly the narrative and the 
content of this paper.

Acknowledgements are also due the many people
II

who aided me in my research, especially Kapitan zur See 
Bidlingmaier of the German Military Historical Bureau 
who obtained information for me from the German Naval 
Archives at Breisgau. Also of great assistance was the 
staff of the Imperial War Museum at London, which pro
vided me with sources that would otherwise have been 
unobtainable. Moreover, I wish to acknowledge the many 
institutions which guided me to sources and expressed 
an interest in my work; these include the British Con
sulate in Kansas City, the German General Consulate in 
Chicago, the German Defense Ministry at Bonn, and the
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German Naval Training Center at Kiel.

I am also indebted to Dr. Ernest Brehm, a former 
officer of the German Navy, with whom I discussed many 
aspects of German naval life and who helped me in trans
lating materials printed in German. I also wish to 
thank Mr. Frederick Stenkamp, who helped me with Ger
man translations and Dr. Allan Schleich whose encourage
ment was much appreciated, lastly, I thank my wife 
whose many hours spent in typing this work was above 
and beyond the call of duty.
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CHAPTER I
PROM GLORY TO HUMILIATION

Dampness and humidity typified the day in the 
misty, Orkney Isles —  as it characterized nearly every 
day. Located northeast of the Scottish coast, the Ork
ney Isles play a small part in the mainstream of world 
events; the isolated farmers living in this island 
group would even agree to this. If it were not for 
the fact that the British Grand Fleet was permanently 
based at the desolate Orkney harbor of Scapa Plow dur
ing the course of World War I and after the war, this 
isolated island chain would exist on the map as a mere 
territorial expression.

As the misty haze of daylight faded into the 
blackness of the night of June 21, 1919, Germany's dream 
of sea power was barely twenty years old when it died 
at Scapa Flow. With flags flying amid rousing Teutonic 
cheers, the interned German Imperial High Seas Fleet 
was scuttled by its own sailors on that momentous after
noon; and a good part of it rested on the bottom of the 
sea that night.

The German High Seas Fleet was the Kaiser's 
pride and the nation's glory. Formerly it was the
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world's second largest navy and looked forward to a 
proud future —  now the best part of it rested at the 
bottom of a British harbor. Fantastic is hardly a worthy 
adjective to describe the drastic turn of events which 
produced this situation. Even more remarkable, the Ger
man fleet at one time claimed victory over the Mistress 
of the Seas. In the indecisive Battle of Jutland in 1916, 
the German Navy believed itself victorious over the su
perior British fleet. The High Seas Fleet, ninety-nine 
ships strong, met the British in the North Sea and found 
themselves out-numbered and out-gunned. Not wishing to 
fight a decisive action and being cut off from the home

v
base, German Admiral Scheer ordered a retreat —  a re-

2treat through the enemy. Scheer got through and in
flicted heavier losses upon the British than he himself 
received.*1 Thus the Germans could claim a tactical

^Neville T. Kirk, "The Battle of Jutland," Sea 
Power; A Naval History, ed. Edward B. Potter (Englewood 
Cliffs; Prentice Hall, 1960), p. 435. The British fleet 
was composed of 150 warships. As for battleships and 
battle cruisers, the Germans had 27 while the British 
had 37. A total of 249 vessels participated in the Battle 
of Jutland.

2Ibid., p. 449. Scheer ordered his fleet to head 
SSE and hold the course regardless of cost —  "durchhalten."

Îbid., p. 452. The British lost 3 battle cruisers, 
three armored cruisers and 8 destroyers; while Scheer 
lost one battleship, one battle cruiser, 4 light cruisers 
and 5 destroyers. The prevailing opinion is that the 
British lost vessels of greater value and sustained high
er losses in personnel.
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victory, even though command of the seas still remained 
a British prerogative.

Jutland, however, was an exception to the Ger
man naval inactivity which prevailed during the war. At 
best, Jutland was a German attempt to lure out a smaller 
British force and destroy it, thereby reducing the numer
ical superiority of enemy ships. As old hands at naval 
trickery, the British admiralty saw through the ruse 
and foiled German strategy.

Certainly this was not the only operation of the 
High Seas Fleet during the war. Sorties were made to 
destroy merchant shipping or bombard the British coast; 
however, no battle was ever fought aimed at total destruc
tion of British sea power.

The officers of the German Fleet wanted just
such a decisive action, but the Naval High Command headed
by the Kaiser himself refused to give way to the fleet
officers. The Kaiser feared that "It would have been
impossible for us to win a victory on the water, be-

acause of the discrepancy between the two navies."

\ilhelm II, The Kaisers Memoirs, trans. Thomas 
R. Ybarra (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1922), p. 305-
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Wilhelm II, the Supreme Warlord, admired his magnifi
cent ships and "His heart sank at the thought of having
to sacrifice even one of these toys that had meant so 

5much to him." Besides, there were political aspects 
to the problem. Imperial Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg 
hoped to preserve the fleet as a trump card at the peace 
conference.°

The Naval High Command was split on the question, 
and this division furthered an indecisive policy. There 
was no commander-in-chief of the Navy other than the 
Kaiser. Thus factions of naval officers rose and fell 
in their attempts to sway the Supreme Warlord, an inde
cisive leader who favored the groups advocating the most

7mediocre policy.

5 ||^Prince von Bulow, The World War and Germany's 
Collapse, 1909-1919» Vol. Ill of Memoirs of Prince von 
Bulow, trans. Geoffrey Dunlop (3 vols.; Boston: Little, 
Brown and Co., 1932), p. 204. Henceforth cited as 
Bulow, Germany's Collapse.

6Ibid.
"^Admiral Georg Alexander von Muller, The Kaiser 

and His Court; The Diaries, Note Books and Letters of 
Admiral Georg Alexander von Muller, Chief of the Naval 
Cabinet, 1914—191 ¿3, ed. Walter Gorlitz, trans. Mervyn 
Savill (New York: Harcourt Brace and World, Inc., 1961), 
p. xxix. Henceforth cited as Muller, Kaiser and His 
Court.
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As a group, the officers of the fleet asked for 
an opportunity to engage the British; for the use of 
unrestricted submarine warfare; and for a commander- 
in-chief with complete authority to co-ordinate the 
offices of the Chief of the Naval Cabinet, the Secre
tary of State for the Navy, the Chief of the Admiralty, 
and the commander of the High Seas Fleet. Without a 
commander-in-chief the ranking naval officers tended
to form cliques and quarrel with their colleagues

8rather than unite against the enemy.0

Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz, the grand old man 
of the Imperial Navy, was favored by the fleet officers 
for the post of commander-in-chief. This bearded pat
riarch was the creator of the German Navy. Tirpitz 
intensely sympathized with the fleet officers and ad
vocated a strategy of unrestricted submarine warfare and 
surface actions to destroy the British fleet. However, 
the admiral's arrogance alienated other members of the

t. d . u J T U : C * t 7; 3T* * fu\'/eX  • ' i n d  W&3 TiW &Tnaval high command and diminished his influence upon 
the Kaiser. Seeing the fleet which he had so painstak
ingly built relegated to inactivity infuriated the fiery 
admiral. Tirpitz resigned in 1915 in protest of the

8Ibid., pp. xxix, 94, 162, 202. rub
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qImperial naval policy.

Many of the officers of the surface fleet sympa
thized with their Grand Admiral. Fed up with inactivity, 
they asked for transfer to the active but dangerous U- 
boat arm. However, not enough billets were available 
to accommodate all who demanded a transfer; and many 
officers then asked for positions in the army. Angered 
by these requests, the Kaiser stated that any naval offi
cer who went to the army would lose his commission and 
would have to accept the rank of a private. Some of 
the officers, insulted by the high-handedness of the 
Supreme Warlord, enlisted in the army. The surface
fleet was now deprived of many good officers who were

10replaced by militaristic reservists.

After Jutland this naval inactivity caused the 
morale of the fleet to decline. Fearing a decisive 
action against a superior enemy that, at best, would 
mean mutual destruction, the Naval High Command was never 
again allowed to seek a general action against the enemy.

^Grand Admiral von Tirpitz, My Memoirs (New York: 
Dodd, Mead and Co., 1919), II, pp. B8, 95, 102.

Elmer Luehr, The New German Kepublic: The Reich 
in Transition (New York: Minton, Balch and Co., 1929), 
pT Henceforth cited as Luehr, New German Republic.
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The idleness caused by stalemate generated unrest in 
the surface fleet of the German Empire. This situation 
was summed-up by an officer of the fleet:

In the course of the war the situation be
came ever more acute. The high seas fleet 
was condemned to inaction. Demoralizing 
influences were exercised by the everlasting 
sameness of life aboard ship, militarism, i.e. 
the failure to comprehend the soul of the 
common sailor, failure to take personalities 
into consideration, and unnecessarily stern 
punishments for the slightest transgressions; 
the gradually growing realization that all 
was in vain, that the fleet could not contend 
against the overwhelming superiority of the 
enemy, and espi that U-boat warfare

In the enlisted ranks, discontent was widespread
and accentuated by the food situation. Because of war 
shortages the crews were usually fed on a carefully

among the sailors, failing to recognize the consequences 
of the Allied naval blockade, felt they were being under
fed, especially in comparison with their officers and 
often demanded a voice in the distribution of food. In 
reality, however, the officers were as poorly off as the 1

1 1Captain Persius, Tirpitz der Totengräber der 
Deutschen Flotte, as quoted in J. Danziger, "Starting 
the öerman Revolution," Current History, X (June, 1919),
p. 460.

12Phillip Scheidemann, The Making of New Germany;
The Memoirs of Philip Scheidemann, trans. J. E. Michell 
(New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1929), II, p. 229. Hence
forth cited as Scheidemann, The Making of New Germany.

was a failure

rationed diet of bread and soup. 12 The radical element
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enlisted men. Actually the only difference in food was
13that the officers usually got fresh vegetables.

The group that protested most vociferously were 
the stokers of the coal burning fleet. These men, be
cause of their position, were often looked down upon 
by the deck seamen. The stokers were required to spend 
hours in the dark, dirty stoke-holds on short rations 
in order to keep up steam so that the ships would be 
able to leave their North Sea ports on a moment's notice 
should the British fleet launch an aggressive naval cam
paign.^ The sailors also grew weary of the naval service 
and the seemingly endless duration of the war. Enlist
ments of those sailors who had joined the Navy prior
to the war were extended and many sailors saw the possi-

1 5bility of serving five to seven years. This situation 
was further aggravated by the infrequency of leaves nec
essitated by the policy of keeping the entire battle

1 6fleet on a constant alert.

^'Aboard the German Fleet in Scapa Flow," living 
Age, CCCI (April 26, 1919), p. 203.

1^Paul Schubert and Langhorne Gibson, Death of 
a Fleet, 1917-1919 (New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1932),
p .1 i .  ----------

1 ŝTirpitz, My Memoirs, p. 104.
^Ibid., p. 105.
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By 1917 all elements in the Navy had grievances. 
The officers opposed the government's naval policy and 
the enlisted men complained about inconveniences. How
ever, these issues alone were not the only forces at 
work. The Fatherland itself was seething with discontent.

On the home front, underfed workers were rationed
food; and peasants were forced to meet high production 

17quotas. War shortages and discontented workers allowed 
the rise of leftist pacifist groups in the Reichstag, 
and as early as 1915 agitators could say that "A com
plete German victory would not be in the interests of 

1 ftSocialism." These leftists in the Reichstag later
openly admitted that "Right from the beginning of 1915,

19we worked systematically for revolution in the Navy." 
Tired by the burden of a semiautocratic, conservative 
political system, leftists used the war as a lever for 
socialist reform. * 1

^Hannah Vogt, The Burden of Guilt; A Short 
History of Germany, 1914-1915, trans. Herbert Strauss 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 19. 
Henceforth cited as Vogt, Burden of Guilt.

1 ft°Bulow, Germany's Collapse, p. 286.
1 Q̂Deputy Hasse, August 30, 1919, as quoted in 

General von Kuhl, "Report by General von Kuhl," The 
Causes of the German Collapse in 1918, ed. Ralph Haswell 
Lutz, trans. W. L. Campbell (Stanford: Stanford Univer
sity Press, 1934), p. 138.
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In 1916 the radical Communist Karl Liebknecht
was expelled from the Reichstag for his opposition to
the war and was soon leading demonstrations in Berlin
screaming, "Down with the war and the government," and
openly declaring that revolution would break out when

20the front collapsed. Although Liebknecht was arrested, 
the government took indifferent steps in crushing the 
agitators. At this time, too, the radical leftists of 
the Social Democrats in the Reichstag demanded peace; 
and by 1917 this group established the Independent Social 
Democratic Party (U.S.P.D.), which maintained that peace
l * vJ * * iJ ;• Q  Ki U  Li 1 i. «

could only come if the government renounced its con
quests; and organized strikes aimed at the establishment

21of a dictatorship of the proletariat. Instead of root
ing out and destroying the radical deputies, the govern
ment adopted a policy of appeasement. Inspired by fear, 
the Imperial Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann-Hollweg 
issued an edict to establish secret and universal man
hood suffrage for election to the Prussian Chamber of

00Deputies in July, 1917. With this taste of mild

^Bulow, Germany's Collapse, p. 286.
2"LKuhl, "Report by General von Kuhl," The Causes 

of the German Collapse in 1918» p. 138.
r \ q

^Bulow, Germany's Collapse, p. 287.



success the radicals only pressed forward to multiply
their activities. The government acted with little
force; by drafting street demonstrators they spread

23unrest even in the army.

In the Navy, however, they did not have to spread 
unrest— it already existed. Some sailors in the fleet 
got in touch with radical Reichstag deputies and asked 
for support. The sailors, sulking about what they con
sidered poor food and harsh discipline, found sympa
thetic listeners in the Reichstag, especially among the
U.S.P.D. deputies. The advice given the sailors was

24 • nto form unions and protest en masse. The sailors
returned to the fleet believing they had the support
of the Reichstag, and nearly every week they took up
collections and then " . . .  drew up, printed and dis-

25tributed revolutionary leaflets." Money was even
26supplied by the Bolshevist ambassador. Men sent home

2^Kuhl, "Report by General von Kuhl," The Causes 
of the German Collapse in 1918, p. 139-

24Ibid., p. 138. See also, Admiral von Capelle, 
"Admiral von Capelle1s Statement in the Reichstag," Fall 
of the German Empire 1914-1918, ed. Ralph Haswell Lutz, 
trans. David G. Rempel and Gertrude Rendtorff (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1932), p. 674.

25Ibid.
2^Bulow, Germany's Collapse, p. 320. See also 

Charles F. Horne and Walter F . Austin (eds.), Source Records 
of the Great War (Indianapolis: American Legion, 1930), VI,
VI, p. 355.

11
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on leave also became infected with the propaganda of
27the radical workers. And what was the government 

doing while this was occuring? The Prussian police 
occasionally warned the government of the seriousness 
of the situation but were not heard. The Kaiser scoffed 
at those who predicted disaster and admitted that we

pO
" . . . laughed at them all or dismissed them."

By the summer of 1917, the unrest aboard some 
ships reached great heights; hunger strikes as well as 
other manifestations of discord came into the open.
The battleship Printzregent Luitpold became the center 
of agitation by staging first a hunger strike and later 
a walk-out when the ship’s Captain cancelled movie 
privileges as a punishment. How petty do these little 
grievances seem, and yet from them stemmed a great 
revolution.

Bolshevist propaganda and agitators from the 
radical U.S.P.D. heightened the emotions of the sailors 
who banded together to form unions on many of the ships 
in Kiel and Wilhelmshaven. These unions were loosely 
organized and were usually nothing more than an out-

2^Wilhelm II, The Kaiser’s Memoirs, p. 284.
28Ibid.
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spoken sailor and his followers. When eleven of the 
leading mutineers were arrested, several other vessels 
staged strikes or walk-outs in sympathy. The whole 
affair took on aspects of an industrial strike rather 
than a mutiny —  clearly demonstrating the influence 
of radical socialist parties. Conditions seemed moun
ting up to a full scale epidemic infecting the entire 
fleet, if it had not already been infected. However, 
forty ringleaders of the agitation aboard the ships, 
especially on the several vessels where walk-outs were 
staged, were tried and given prison sentences —  two 
were even shot. The "food" mutiny was crushed, but 
in a manner that raised further discontent among the 
sailors aboard the ships at the main bases at Kiel 
and Wilhelmshaven. The sailors' demand for a Menage 
Commission was denied. The officers of the fleet be
lieved that such a commission would be a rallying stand
ard of Bolshevist sailors. With no outlet for official 
protest, the sailors' unions came into existence in 
fact, or at least in spirit, on many of the ships. Offi
cers could no longer count upon the loyalty of the sai
lors who had been exposed to Bolshevism: for the majority 
of the 100,000 sailors of the surfact fleet at least
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sympathized with the approximately 5,000 mutineers of

1917 29

The Naval High Command was obviously disturbed 
by the mutiny. On October 9, 1917, Admiral Eduard von 
Capelle, the Secretary of State for the Navy, appeared 
before the Reichstag and accused several U.S.P.D. dep
uties of complicity in the mutiny.^0 These deputies
admitting their guilt stated that they were upholding

■5 -]the rights of the common people.’' The majority of the
Reichstag protected them, refused to expel them and
even voted censure of the new Imperial Chancellor Georg

32Michaelis for sympathizing with the naval officers.
With the popular representatives advocating easier 
discipline and even mutiny in the Navy, the situation

^The material on the mutiny of 1917 has largely 
been taken from four sources and represents a concensus 
of opinion: Leuhr, New German Republic, p. 8; Muller, 
Kaiser and His Court, pp. 292-294; "Revolt in the Ger
man Navy," Current History, IX (March, 1919), PP* 439- 
442; Schubert and Gibson, Death of a Fleet, 1917-1919, 
pp. 3-52.

-^Capelle, "Admiral von Capelle's Statement in 
the Reichstag," Lutz, Rail of the German Empire, 1914- 
1918, p. 674.

31 Deputy Vogtherr, "Vogtherr's Reply," Ibid.,
p. 678.

^2Ibid., p. 682. See also, Rudolf Coper, Failure 
of a Revolution, Germany in 1918-19 (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1955), P* 87.
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in the fleet became more volatile 33

Tension in the fleet became even more pronounced 
with the realization that the war was lost. By the 
summer of 1918 there were few sailors who did not believe 
that negotiations would soon take place. The sailors 
then were gripped with a new fear; they were afraid that 
the German Admiralty might seek an eleventh hour battle 
with the British in order to preserve the honor of the 
Navy. In August 1918 the discontent in the fleet again 
heightened. The sailors of the Westfalia refused to 
coal their ship because they perceived that the coaling 
might be in preparation for sea duty, and at this stage 
they did not want to throw away their lives for a lost 
cause. Other crews were restless, too; and other Inci
dents occurred but serious breaches of order were soon 

■34. - '*» ** *crushed.
i/Yui

The sailors were not the only group which antici-
-•<- v-v {  t  * c■* --j

; l . c v a  - • . «. *  *  <j 1 j  C . w  ♦

pated defeat. The war was indeed going badly; and on 
October 2, 1918, the Army High Command told the Reichstag

■^Muller, Kaiser and His Court, p. 292. See also 
Tirpitz, My Memoirs, II, p. 105.

-^Leuhr, New German Republic, p. 9-
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that "It was hopeless to proceed with the war."J The 
government asked for armistice negotiations and the 
Allies immediately demanded that all submarine attacks 
against merchant vessels be halted. ^

Admiral Reinhard von Scheer, who had commanded 
the fleet at Jutland, and who was currently the Chief 
of the Admiralty, opposed the idea of an armistice; he 
felt that the Navy was honor bound to resist capitula
tion.^^ Scheer was a proud aristocratic officer in his 
middle forties.^ Wearing a well-trimmed Vandyke beard, 
this aggressive, capable officer of medium stature 
carried himself nobly.^ Throughout the course of the 
war Scheer wanted to give battle to the British. As

■^Major von der Bussche, "Official Statement of 
the High Command," Home and Austin, Source Records of 
the Great War, VI, p. 362.

■^Muller, The Kaiser and His Court, p. 410.
J^Admiral von Scheer, Germany's High Sea Fleet 

in the World War (London: Cassell and öoT, Ltd., 1920), 
p. 353. Henceforth cited as Scheer, Germany's High Sea 
Fleet.

-^Muller, The Kaiser and His Court, p. 44.
^Admiral Adolf von Trotha and Kapitän H. E. Paul 

König, Deutsche Seefahrt (Berlin: Otto Franke, 1929), 
p. 29.

15
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the Commander of the battlefleet Scheer did not have the 
authority to order the fleet into action. But in August 
1918 he became Chief of the Admiralty and director of 
naval operations.4<̂ This did not give Scheer the power 
to send the fleet into a decisive action, but Scheer's 
dynamic personality gave him a preponderance of respect 
among the officers of the Admiralty. He might not have 
the actual authority to send the fleet into action, but 
there was no one else except the Kaiser who could coun
termand his operational maneuvers/" 1 Knowing that
" . . . a success at sea must have a favorable influence

42upon the terms of peace," and fearing for the repu
tation of the inactive German fleet, Scheer gave the 
order to Admiral Franz von Hipper, commander of the 
fleet, that " . . .  the forces of the High Sea Fleet 
are to be made ready for attack and battle with the 
English fleet . . .

This fatal command has been frequently described

40Scheer, Germany's High Sea Fleet, pp. 325, 332.
41 Harry R. Rudin, Armistice, 1918 (New Haven:

Yale University Press, 1944), p. 244. See also, Muller, 
Kaiser and His Court, p. 379.

42Scheer, Germany's High Sea Fleet, p. 353-
43Ibid.
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as an order for the suicide of the German Navy. Scheer's 
plan, however, was far from that and even held some 
promise of success. Since the Allies had demanded the 
cessation of submarine warfare against commerce, as a 
condition for an armistice the German Navy could use 
every submarine available in the fleet. This would 
certainly give an edge to the German forces against the 
numerically stronger British fleet. Besides, ship for
ship the vessels of the High Seas Fleet were equal if

& .f;e o r . , a  1 xy .. rit :■&not superior to British ships —  despite propaganda
45x to the contrary. Even if the German fleet lost the

'battle, Scheer also believed "It was to be assumed that 
the enemy's injuries would be in proportion"^ to the 
German losses. Scheer's plan was very feasible, espec
ially since Admiral David Beatty, the Commander-in-Chief 
of the British Grand Fleet, was hourly expecting the
Germans to give battle. He also realized that the High

. :Seas Fleet would be able to have considerable freedom

^ Ibid., p. 354.
45British officers during the surrender of the 

German fleet often remarked upon the superior equipment 
and construction of the German vessels. See, Griff 
(pseud.), Surrendered: Some Naval War Secrets (Paulton, 
England: Published by the author, N.D.), pp. 206-207.

^Scheer, Germany's High Sea Fleet, p. 353•
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if it were not tied to protecting U-boat bases. It 
would seem that if Beatty considered the attack plausible 
and even inevitable, Scheer's design was not necessarily 

doomed.

Scheer's plan began to materialize on October 27, 
1918, when.Admiral von Hipper assembled the fleet at

A O
Wilhelmshaven for the eleventh hour attempt.1 Nothing 
was mentioned about the true purpose of these naval pre
parations to the crews, and the admiralty adopted the 
official rumor that the fleet was going out to escort 
submarines which were returning home/tJi This subterfuge 
fooled neither officers nor enlisted men. The officers
drank toasts saying, "We will go down with flags flying

50firing our last two thousand rounds;" and enlisted 
men grumbled, thinking that their lives would be thrown 
away. On the evening of October 28, disturbing reports 
reached Admiral von Hipper: there was trouble on the

^Admiral Beatty, "The Views of the C in C at 
the War Cabinet Meeting," Admiral W. S. Chalmers, The 
Life and Letters of David, Earl Beatty (London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1951), P P «  333-334.

4^T. G. Frothingham, The Naval History of the 
World War: The United States in the War (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1926), p. 295.

^Rudin, Armistice, 1918, p. 249.
■^Leuhr, New German Republic, p. 10.

47
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light cruiser Regensburg; the Third Squadron objected
Itbeing ordered to sea; the sailors on the battleship Konig

said they would disobey orders to sail into the open
sea; there was an outbreak on the Kronprinz Wilhelm;
the crew of the Grosser Kurfurst insulted its officers;
and the sailors of the Markgraf showed vigorous discon-
tent. Hipper temporarily delayed his plans to put 

52to sea.

The situation crystallized further on October 30, 
but as yet there had been no actual mutiny. On the 31st, 
the captain of the Thüringen assembled his crew and care
lessly announced, "We will fire our last shot and then

53we will perish like heroes with our flag flying."
This irresponsible statement prompted overt mutiny by 
the fearful crew aboard the Thüringen. Shortly after
ward, the Heligoland's crew also took over their ship. 
Hipper ordered torpedo boats to fire on the two traitor
ous ships, but the crews of even these seemingly loyal

Rudin, Armistice, 1918, p. 249. See also,
Dr. David, "Speech by Deputy Dr. David," Lutz, The 
Causes of the German Collapse in 1918, p. 269; and 
S che er, Germany * s High. Sea Fie e t, p".' "355; and F. Sefton 
Delmer, "The German Revolution," Home and Austin, Source 
Records of the Great War, VI, pp. 368-369.

^2MÜller, Kaiser and His Court, p. 418.
53̂"Revolt in the German Navy," Current History,

IX, p. 440.
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boats refused to carry out the order." However, under 
the intense pressure of possible reprisal by the loyal 
vessels, the 600 mutineers on the two ships soon sur
rendered."** 5 That evening Hipper cancelled the maneuvers 
as he feared a full scale uprising. His move had no 
effect; by that night crews had already left many of 
the ships to demonstrate for the mutineers who were 
arrested. Forces sent to quell this new revolt joined 
with them, and the government was not accurately or 
quickly informed of the Navy’s embarrassment and the
seriousness of the situation."*6 Neither the Kaiser nor

57the Chief of the Naval Cabinet knew of Scheer's plan. 
Prince Max of Baden, the new German Chancellor, even 
said: "I should have been prepared to swear for my
part that no one had mentioned a single word or syllable 

to me."5^

This lack of confidence and understanding be-

54Ibid. H.rked , ...
5")Vogt, Burden of Guilt, p. 34-
56"How German Sailors Wrecked Wilhelm's Ship of 

State," Literary Digest, LX (February 8, 1919), P- 122.
^Muller, Kaiser and His Court, p. 418.
5oPrince Max of Baden, The Memoirs of Prince Max 

of Baden (New York: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1928j, IT,
p. 282.“

54
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tween the government and the Navy would deepen in the 
following weeks and months and be an important factor 
in the Scapa Plow affair.

Hipper, realizing the seriousness of the sit
uation, sent part of the fleet to Kiel on October 31 
in order to divide the ships and hence keep the mutiny
from expanding.^ His action was logical but only spread

finthe mutiny to Kiel. At Kiel the Military Governor,
Admiral Wilhelm Souchon, called out troops who fired

x upon the rioting sailors, but this only aggravated the
sailors who finally persuaded even the soldiers and

fi 1marines to join them. ; Bolshevists heightened the
flames of revolt as their propaganda cried:

Comarades! Soldiers! Sailors! and you 
workers! Arise by regiments and arise by 
factories. Disarm your officers, whose 
sympathies and ideas are those of the ruling 
classes. Take possession of your ships.
Overpower first your officers. Place your
selves in communication with your comrades 
on land and seize all harbors . . . ’° ‘L

Armed sailors attacked prisons and released the ring
leaders of past mutinies who, provoked by extreme Bol-

•^Scheer, Germany's High Sea Fleet, p. 356.
60ibid.----------

61Ibid., See also Muller, Kaiser and His Court, 
pp. 419-420.

^Karl Liebknecht, "Propaganda to the Fleet,"
Home and Austin, Source Records of the Great War, VI, 
p. 367. -
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shevists, hastened to Hamburg, Lubeck, Cologne, Weimar, 
Munich and Berlin to raise the standard of revolt.
These rebels were irresistible. No one dared to fire 
upon them or provoke them for fear of beginning a civil 
war.^ The German Revolution had begun.

The government did nothing. The Naval High Com
mand ordered that ships hoisting a red Bolshevik flag

6 5were to be fired upon, but the order was never forwarded.

The sailors demanded that their grievance be heard
66by a representative of the government. To this end 

the Chancellor, Prince Max, sent the moderate Social
r—j

Democratic deputy, Gustav Noske, to Kiel. Noske, a 
former butcher, was a stocky, powerful man capable of

r o
decisive action. He was a ruthless believer in order,

^Delmer, "The German Revolution," Ibid., p. 368. 
See also, Scheidemann, The Making of New Germany, II, 
p. 225.
|( ^Muller, Kaiser and His Court, p. 419. See also 

Bulow, Germany's Collapse, p. 339.
^Scheer, Germany's High Sea Fleet, p. 357.
66Sailors of the High Seas Fleet to Prince Max,

Nov. 4, 1918, as quoted in Max, The Memoirs of Prince 
Max of Baden, p. 287.

^Delmer, "The German Revolution," Source Records 
of the Great War, VI, p. 370.

^John W. Wheeler - Bennet, The Nemesis of Power, 
The German Army in Politics, 1918-1945 (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1961), pp. 34-35* Henceforth cited as Wheeler - 
Bennet, The Nemesis of Power.
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but could one man quell 100,000 mutineers? Arriving
in Kiel on the rainy evening of November 5, 1918, Noske
heard the sailors' demands for the abdication of the
Kaiser, for the armistice, for amnesty and for no further
naval battles. J Noske humored the sailors, pretended
to agree with their demands and was elected as the

70leader of the sailors at Kiel. As the sailors' com
mander, the aggressive Noske ordered the disarmament 
of the rioters and formed a guard to preserve order. ,/1 
Noske did what a regiment could not have done —  he 
quelled the mutiny and took over the leadership of the 
sailors, thus depriving the U.S.P.D. agitators of con
trol over the Northern sea ports. Events in Germany 
were moving rapidly; revolution was in the air —  
Bolshevik revolution. Sailors' Council elections were 
held on most vessels, and as a German officer later 
stated:

In almost every case the noisiest and least 
reliable men were elected . . . there appeared 
to be no rallying point for nationally minded 
men bent on standing together and bearing a

6qMax, The Memoirs of Prince Max of Baden, II, 
p. 296. See also, Five Sailors to Admiral Souchon,
Nov. 4, 1918, as quoted in Emil Ludwig, "Great Revolt 
at Kiel," Living Age, CCC (March 29, 1919), p. 781.

70Gustav Noske, Von Kiel bis Kapp; zur Geschichte 
der Deutchen Revolution (Berlin: Politik und Wirtschaft, 
1920), pp. 13-15.

71Ibid.
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hand. 12

In Berlin and other German cities the sailors
had already effected a revolution of sorts. By forming
Soldiers’, Sailors’ and Workers' Councils they organized
into vociferous groups and demanded control of the govern-
ment. However, in Berlin the skillful maneuvering of
the moderate Social Democrats kept real governmental

74power out of reach of the Bolshevik radicals.

November 9th saw Wilhelm II's abdication as Em
peror and the proclamation of a republic by Secretary

75of State Phillip Scheidemann. By the 11th the Armis
tice was signed and a general strike was effected by

76the Socialists. The German world was turned mside-

72Martin Niemoller, From U-Boat to Pulpit, trans. 
D. Hastie Smith (Willet, Clark and Co., 1937), p. 120.

Arthur Rosenberg, A History of the German Re
public , trans. Jan. F. D. Morrow and L. Marie ¿ieveking 
{New York; Russell and Russell Inc., 1965), p. 1.

^ Ibid. , p. 56.
7R 11Muller, Kaiser and His Court, p. 422. On 

November 9, 1918, Wilhelm informed Prince Max that he 
would abdicate in the near future as King of Prussia, 
however Max prematurely made the disastrous announce
ment when a mob clamoured for a republic on November 9«

76
p. 251

Scheidemann, The Making of New Germany, II,
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out by the crews of the battlefleet:
The seamen started the revolution. The 
soldiers of the Berlin garrison insured 
its success in the capital. The Socialist 
workingman notwithstanding all the noise 77 
they made, played only a subordinate part. '

The new peace-oriented government of the new 
Chancellor Scheidemann owed its existence to the support 
of Workers' Councils of Berlin. Forced to recognize the 
Bolshevik revolts in both the fleet and the army, the 
government stated:

. . . The [Sailors'] Councils have an ad
visory voice in maintaining confidence be
tween officer and rank and file in questions 
of food, leave, the infliction of disciplinary 
punishments. 16

The Sailors' Councils (or Soviets) in control of the 
fleet soon proclaimed that the officers were merely tech
nical advisors; and Scheer's position as Chief of the 
Admiralty was eliminated in favor of a committee of common 
sailors who backed the authority of the Soviets.^ * IX,

77"Revolt in the German Navy," Current History,
IX, p. 442. Although a contemporary source, this article 
accurately places the responsibility for the revolution 
solely upon the sailors who served as a vanguard for 
the revolution.

H Q.
'Note of the German government to the High 

Command, November 12, 1918, "Documentary History of the 
German Revolution," Living Age, CCC (March 1, 1919), p. 578.

79Noske, Von Kiel bis Kapp; zur Geschichte der 
Deutchen Revolution, p. 63. See also Admiral Ludwigvon 
Reuter, Scapa Flow, the Account of the Greatest Scuttling 
of All Time, trans. J. M. N. Mudie (London: Hurst and 
Blackett Ltd., 1940), p. 28.
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The once proud High Seas Fleet had been degraded 
by Bolshevism. The officers and some of the men still 
remained loyal to the old traditions; but the core of 
the fleet was now composed of an insubordinate rabble 
under the loose control of a Supreme Sailors' Soviet.
To the officers this situation was unbearable. The Ger
man Navy was disgraced, impotent and humiliated.

No psychic qualities are required to explain the 
deep undercurrents of unrest in the German High Seas 
Fleet. Because of the Allied naval blockade the variety 
of food had deteriorated badly; a long period of in
activity had sapped morale; Bolshevik propaganda had 
undermined loyalty to a fading regime; all these factors 
combined to create an electrified atmosphere charged 
with foreboding and uncertainty. Yet this does not ex
plain why the mutiny was successful or why the same sit
uation was not prevalent in other armed forces.

In the British navy, for example, there was bore
dom and some unrest because of the inactive naval war; 
but the crews' morale was kept relatively high by ship-

go
board entertainment and good food. Ho we ver , in the 
French army there were signs of discontent which led to

^Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl 
Beatty, pp. 306-308.
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mutiny in May, 1917» Several French regiments refused
to fight, crying a has la guerre, and formed Soldiers'
Councils. The French government under the fiery Georges
Clemenceau held mass executions and drafted laws with
extreme penalties for pacifist and defeatist propaganda.
The small soldiers' mutiny was ruthlessly crushed, and
any person showing defeatist sentiment was severely
treated. -The French President du Conseil was even im-

81prisoned as a defeatist.

The French government acted harshly and prevented 
the growth of a pacifist movement. The German govern
ment faced with a similar problem took half-hearted 
measures and refused to weed out the core of defection 
found in the Reichstag. The so-called autocratic govern
ment of the Kaiser fell partly because it lacked the 
ruthlessness of democratic France.

81Bulow, Germany's Collapse, p. 288.



CHAPTER II

THE INTERNMENT

While tumultous events were occuring in chaotic
Germany, armistice terms were being discussed by the
Allied Powers. Conferences had been taking place in
Paris since October 8, 1918; and rifts were appearing

1within the Allied ranks. Among the many problems which
plagued the Allies was the disposition of the powerful
yet undefeated High Seas Fleet. American, British and
French naval advisers and diplomats had unanimously
agreed that all of the U-boats must be unconditionally

psurrendered during the Armistice. Yet what policy 
should be adopted in regard to the surface ships?

The nation most vitally concerned with German 
seapower was Britain since it had borne the brunt of 
the naval war. The Commander-in-Chief of the British 
Grand Fleet, Admiral David Beatty, hoped that there would 
be no need for a German naval surrender; for he was hourly

^Prince von Bulow, The World War and Germany’s 
Collapse, 1909-1919» Vol. Ill of Memoirs of Prince von 
Billow, trans. Geoffrey Dunlop (3 vols.; Boston: Little, 
Brown and Co., 1932), p. 154. Henceforth cited as Bulow, 
Germany*s Collapse.

2Harry R. Rudin, Armistice, 1918 (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1944) , p"I 305•
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expecting the German fleet to make a last minute sortie 
into the guns of the Royal Navy.^ Beatty, a clean shaven, 
well-built, young admiral had admirably proved his leader
ship ability. 4 Commanding the British battle cruiser 
forces during most of the war, Beatty was made Commander- 
in-Chief while still in his early forties.^ Yet, because 
of German naval inactivity he never was able to fight 
the mammoth naval battle which he desired. Beatty asked, 
"Are we in the Grand fleet to be cheated out of our re-

r
ward of breaking the Sea Power of the Hun forever?"

' He commented on possible results of an engagement with 
the Germans:

It would be a very bad thing for the country 
if our great Fleet never has an opportunity 
of showing its power in a more demonstrative 
manner than it has. The public are very short
sighted, and would murmur at the necessity of 
expending large sums on the maintenance of Sea

First Sea Lord Wemyss to Admiral Beatty, Octo
ber 10, 1918, as quoted in Admiral W. S. Chalmers, The 
Life and Letters of David, Earl Beatty (London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1951), pp. 330-331.

4 / \Griff (pseud.), Surrendered: Some Naval War 
Secrets (Paulton, England: Published by the author, 
N.D.), p. 176.

5Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl 
Beatty, pp. 151-173.

g
Beatty to a Friend, October 31» 1918, as quoted 

in Ibid., p. 336.
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Power if they had no ocular demonstration 
of its power to command the seas.'

His Grand Fleet at Scapa Flow waited and waited, unaware
g

of the German naval mutiny. Beatty, after such prolonged 
inactivity, would be distraught because the Germans did
not fight. To Beatty the "damnable Hun" had deliberately

qthwarted his greatest ambition —  to be another Nelson.'

While the armistice terms were being drawn up
during October 1918, Beatty and the British Admiralty
exerted their influence through the Allied Naval Council

v to demand the surrender of all German surface ships and
were only slightly concerned with the surrender of the
U-boats.* 1̂  Beatty thought, that with the removal of the
High Seas Fleet, U-boat bases:

. . . could be ringed ¿.n by Mine Barriers, 
obstructions and nets, which could be 
guarded by comparatively light patrols . . .
The removal, therefore, of the High Seas 
Fleet means the removal of one naval

7Ibid.
”,pp ' i°Rudin, Armistice, 1918, p. 305.
^Beatty to a Friend, October 5, 1918, as quoted 

in Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl Beatty, 
p. 328.

1 oDavid F. Trask, The United States in the Supreme 
War Council; American War~~Aims and Inter-Allied Strategy"»- 
1 9 1Y—191b (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 19Cl), 
pp. 161-162. Henceforth cited as Trask, The Supreme 
War Council.
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menace, the submarine.

The French, however, were more interested in
breaking Germany's ability to wage a land war and feared
that harsh naval terms would induce the Germans to con- 

1 2tinue the war. U-boats were the only section of the
German Navy which had rendered France any harm, so the
French delegates under Marshall Ferdinand Foch insisted

1 ̂that only the U-boats be surrendered. J The British
further alienated the French delegation by demanding
the island of Helgoland which had served as a North Sea

14German naval base.

The American Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral
William Benson, mediated the French and British demands
by suggesting the surrender of all U-boats and the intern

1 5ment of the High Seas Fleet in a neutral port. British * 1

^Beatty, "Views of the C. in C. at the War Cabi
net Meeting, "Chalmers, Life and Letters of David, Earl 
Beatty, pp. 333-334.

i p ’Trask, The Supreme War Council, p. 161.
1■^Chalmers, Life and Letters of David, Earl Beatty

p. 330.
14Ibid., p. 331* See also Billow, Germany's Col

lapse, p. 154.
1 STrask, The Supreme War Council, p. 162. Intern

ment is a word without a precise definition. Here intern 
ment meant that German captains would exercise command 
of their vessels even though resting in a foreign port.

11
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Prime Minister David Lloyd George provisionally accepted
this, and the French said they would go along with it;
hut it was agreed that if Germany refused, the terms

1 6of the naval surrender would he modified. The British 
Admiralty, however, was still hostile to the compromise.

The conference to decide on naval terms was still
meeting in Paris in early November, concurrently with
the German naval mutiny. The Allies, however, were total-

18ly unaware of events in Germany.• Sir Eric Geddes, 
the First Lord of the British Admiralty, wrote to Beatty 
on November 2:

If we pitch the terms too high Germany will 
refuse them and there will be another year 
of bloodshed without any real compensatory 
advantage. It is thought that surrender of 
the whole of the ships recommended is too 
severe.1 9

The Allied Naval Council then proposed that Germany's 1

^Rudin, Armistice, 1918, p. 286.
1 ^Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl 

Beatty, p. 334. t
"*̂ Rudin, Armistice, 1918, p. 305* See also 

footnote 23. From dispatches sent to Beatty from the 
Admiralty it is obvious that the Allied intelligence 
system was sadly deficient.

19Lord Geddes to Beatty, Nov. 2, 1918, as quoted 
in Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl Beatty, 
p. 337. Geddes had been promoted to First Lord when 
Weymss was made the British representative to the Allied 
Naval Council.
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newest vessels —  sixteen dreadnaughts, eight cruisers
20and fifty destroyers —  be surrendered. But Foch still

21argued that this might be too severe. On November 3, 
the British Admiralty said that it would be willing to 
intern the seventy-four surface vessels in a neutral 
port. The French still hedged, thinking that the 
entire German fleet was not worth the death of even one 
French soldier. Evidently the French thought that sacri
ficing soldiers to gain a few yards of dirt was more 
important that risking a French soldier to gain a mighty 
fleet. They finally agreed, however, to the terms prob
ably on November 5, when the first news of the German

23mutiny was reported. 20 21 22

20Trask, The Supreme War Council, p. 164-
2 1Rudin, Armistice, 1918, p. 304.
22Trask, The Supreme War Council, p. 164.
^Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl 

Beatty, pp. 338-341. There is a discrepancy between 
Chalmers and Rudin whether or not the French knew about 
the mutiny before they agreed to the naval terms. Chalmers 
says they approved them after the mutiny was reported 
while Rudin says they had already agreed to the terms 
without knowing of the mutiny. Chalmers, however, pre
sents better documentary proof while Rudin presents a 
better argument. Therefore, I have used the word "prob
ably" to describe the actual motivation of the French. 
According to Trask it would seem that they would have 
agreed to the terms whether or not they had heard of 
the mutiny since the Americans were supporting the idea 
of internment as a compromise.
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The British were still not satisfied and made 
the French verbally agree that the interned ships would
be taken from the Germans at the final peace conference.
To Beatty who was to oversee the internment, these terms
were scarcely acceptable. However, Beatty read the
word internment ". . .to mean —  never returned to
Germany."* 2  ̂ Thus the Allies finally agreed to intern
the greater part of the German fleet in a neutral port
and have the entire fleet disarm rather than ask for
complete surrender. If they refused to comply,

27Helgoland would be seized. The Allied admirals went 
along with this proposal on the condition that the bulk 
of the German fleet would be surrendered at the final 
peace negotiations after the armistice had been con
cluded. Naturally the Germans were not told of the

2 8Allies* intention of keeping the ships to be interned. (

2^Rudin, Armistice, 1918, p. 314.
2^Beatty to Wemyss, November 5, 1918, as quoted 

in Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl Beatty, 
p. 338.

26Ibid., p. 337.
2^Admiral Ludwig von Reuter, Scapa Flow, the Ac

count of the Greatest Scuttling of all Times, trans.
J. M. N. Murdie (London: Hurst and Blackett Ltd., 1940), 
p. 16. Henceforth cited as Reuter, Scapa Flow.

2^Rudin, Armistice, 1918, p. 304.

24
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When the question of a neutral port of internment
came up, Antwerp and Scandinavian ports were suggested;
but the naval advisers insisted that these harbors were
too shallow and that there were few other harbors in
neutral countries that were extensive enough to hold
such a fleet. Besides, what neutral country would ac-

29cept such a responsibility? No agreement was reached 
on a neutral port, thus the decision was left up to the 
British Admiralty to supervise the naval internment.̂

With the armistice —  including naval terms —  
signed by the Germans on November 11th, Beatty requested 
that a German flag officer meet with him to discuss the 
internment and disarmament of the German fleet and the 
surrender of the U-boats. The German officers at Kiel 
and Wilhelmshaven, depressed by the terms of the treaty

jU L» • T  ,i /  ' T  { V  i,'as well as the mutiny, were prone to resign or scuttle
the ships; but on Admiral von Hipper's request they
decided to comply with the terms rather than risk the
threatened occupation of the German North Sea island

31of Helgoland as a penalty for resistance. 3

^ Ibid., p. 315.
3°Ibid.
-^Reuter, Scapa Flow, pp. 19-23.
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TABLE 1 a

STATISTICS ON THE INTERNMENT

Classes of 
Ships

German Ships in 
Commission on 

November 11, 1918
German Ships ̂ to 
be Interned u

Battleships and 
Battle Cruisers' 31 16

Light Cruisers 22 8

Destroyers 105 50

Torpedo Boats 62 0

U-Boats 160 160 c

Total 380 234

aE. B. Potter (ed.), Sea Power: A Naval History, 
(Englewood Cliffs; Prentice-Hall, I960), pp. 477-478.; 
Report of the Meeting of the Admirals at the Ministry- 
Marine, Paris, June 23, 1919, in U. S. Department of 
State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the 
United States: Paris Peace Conference. 1919 (Washing
ton: Government Printing Office, 1945), VI, p. 644.; 
Reuter, Scapa Flow, pp. 149-150.

bThe ships to he interned were the newest and 
best vessels in the German Navy.

cThe U-boats were to be permanently surrendered.
r
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Von Hipper sent Rear Admiral Hugo von Meurer, a 
dedicated fleet officer, to meet with Beatty at the 
Firth of F o r t h . O n  Friday, November 15, 1918, Meurer 
left Wilhelmshaven aboard the Königsberg and plowed a 
calm sea to the fateful rendevous. The sailors aboard 
the German vessel had been infected with Bolshevism and 
were insubordinate to their officers. Representatives 
of the Supreme Sailors' Soviet considered Meurer merely 
a technical adviser —  and they themselves had every 
intention of conducting negotiations with Beatty.

The situation on the Königsberg was indeed typi
cal of the disorder which was prevalent on most of the 
German vessels. A minority of the sailors were loyal 
to the officers but the majority were insubordinate.
There was little that Meurer could do to make his author
ity felt since the Sailors' Soviets had been recognized 
by the government, and the German Admiralty was con
trolled by a committee of common sailors. Thus, the 
elected leaders on each vessel were no longer bound by
the code of discipline found in other military services. 
---_____----------------------------------------------

■^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p.,19*
~^Notes taken in the Commander-in-Chief's Fore 

Cabin on Board H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth on Conferences Held 
to Discuss the Naval Terms of Armistice, November 16, 
1918, Imperial War Museum, London (in the files of the 
Museum), p. 1. Henceforth cited as M.S.S. Imperial War 
Mus eum.
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Officers' orders were flagrantly disobeyed or slovenly 
executed, and the only disciplinary action the officer 
could take was to report the seamen's misdeeds to the 
leaders of the Sailors' Soviet which had the sole author
ity to exact punishment. However, the elected leaders 
of the soviets had no inclination to punish their com
rades, and discipline completely deteriorated.

Dense fog, dampness and cold marked the day. 
Meurer, a devoted officer, had no taste for this duty; 
to bear the insults of the common sailors, and the Brit
ish as well, were hard crosses to accept. Awaiting 
Meurer at the Firth was a British cruiser and a destroyer 
division, as well as Beatty's majestic flagship, the 
H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth. Meurer came aboard the Queen 
Elizabeth and the conference began.

to ss&il* Bea.1Much to Meurer's relief, Beatty refused even to 
see the representatives of the Sailors' Soviet. The 
proper admiral, too proud a man to accept such a great 
surrender from mere sailors, said he would talk only

-^M.S.S. Imperial War Museum, p. 1. See also, 
Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 19; and "From a Private Log," 
Atlantic, CXXIII (February, 1919), p. 286.

"3 RM.S.S. Imperial War Museum, p. 1.
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with, a flag o f f i c e r . W i t h  their respective staff 
officers flanking them, Beatty and Meurer sat opposite 
each other across a large rectangular table; behind the 
British admiral hung a large portrait of Admiral Nelson—  
a rather sharp reminder of British sea power. Through
out the introductions a cold formal atmosphere existed 
which prevailed during the two-day conference.

After discussing the details of the surrender 
of the U-boats and designating the British ports to 
which these vessels must proceed, negotiations centered 
around the internment of the High Seas Fleet. Von Meurer

• m • U v --asked that the time be extended for the internment date 
because the ships must be disarmed and coaled. The ex-

i  Q  b  f l  L „ |L:I V W  \ j f  fS' i  V «
tension to November 21 was granted grudgingly. Meurer

'then informed Beatty that several of the ships requested 
were being repaired or were unfit to sail, but Beatty 
insisted that if a vessel was unable to make the trip 
another must be supplied. Meurer further requested that 
the ships be allowed to steam only ten knots. Anxious 
to get the German fleet in his grasp with all haste,

■^M.S.S. Imperial War Museum, p. 1. See also 
Rudolf Coper, Failure of a Revolution, Germany in 1918-19 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1955), p. 230.

-^Henry Newboldt, A Naval History of the War, 
1914-18 (London: Hodder and Stoughton Ltd., 1931), p. 
135.
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Beatty said, "Surely these ships are most modern, and 
they only steam ten knots?" Meurer replied that -
in several cases ships are in damaged condition." The 
British admiral refused to grant the ten knot speed and 
ordered the speed set at twelve knots. He also ordered 
that the German vessels were to proceed to a point fifty 
miles off the Firth of Forth for an inspection to see 
if they were properly disarmed. ,The German officer then 
inquired as to what neutral ports would receive the Ger- 
man ships for internment. Beatty refused to answer.
"How long from here to the port of internment," ques
tioned Meurer " . . .  because stores have to be put on 
board and [provisions made] for that part of the crew 
that is returning to Germany." "That information will

TO
be given [at the Firth]," was the sharp reply.

Admiral Beatty then informed Meurer that the 
Allied Naval Council had given him sole authority to 
conduct the disposition of the German Navy. This 
probably disheartened von Meurer for earlier in the con-

'■ r

ference the German admiral informed Beatty that people 
were starving to death in Germany because of the naval 33

33M.S.S. Imperial War Museum, p. 7«
39Ibid., p. 9.
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blockade. Von Meurer asked that the blockade be lifted 
during the armistice period. The answer was an emphatic 
rejection. Beatty even seemed pleased that the blockade 
had such disastrous effects.^

Bored by peace, Beatty was angry that he never 
had the opportunity to give battle to the High Seas 
Fleet. This resentment now turned upon the impotent 
German Navy, would make the internment as humiliating 
as possible. If Beatty could have had his wish, he would 
now " . . .  sail into their poisonous country and wreck 
it.-41

•

Meurer took leave of Beatty and sailed back to 
Wilhelmshaven to announce the odious terms to Admiral 
von Hipper. Germany must give up her best sixteen dread- 
naughts, eight cruisers and fifty destroyers —  all of 
which would be interned at a neutral port after being 
inspected at the Firth of F o r t h . T h e  officers of the 
fleet preferred to scuttle the vessels rather than intern 
them especially since von Meurer thought that " . . .  the
.1. X  If- i . i Cl •  v* &  V*V*JLi V i  i C  X  t t i « i t’i i  V  ■). *  i . j *»■•.■? a ».
.......   . . — ■■■■  .............................. ...  .................................. .....—   —        —  —  ----------------------------------. . . . . . . — ..................... .....................................

^Beatty to a Friend, November 26, 1918, as quoted 
in Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl Beatty, 
pp. 344-365*

^Beatty to a Friend, November 12, 1918, as quoted 
in Ibid., p. 342.

^2Trask, The Supreme War Council, p. 164-
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English had not the slightest intention of allowing our 
ships to go to neutral ports.^

An officer was now needed to command the "intern
ment unit. " 44 Von Meurer was the logical choice hut

45he was appointed a delegate for the Armistice Commission. 
Hipper wished to avoid going for this would be an onerous 
task which no officer of flag rank desired. To work 
with the despised Sailors1 Soviets and to be known to 
history as the man who surrendered the fleet was too 
much to expect of any officer. Von Hipper asked Rear

46Admiral Ludwig von Reuter to command the internment unit. 
Von Reuter was an officer of unquestioned loyalty who 
had seen duty as the captain of the battle cruiser 
Derfflinger and at the close of hostilities had commanded 
a scouting unit.* * * 4  ̂ Though small in stature, von Reuter 
had the air of an aristocratic officer with his graying

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 25.
^Actually the Germans called the internment unit 

the ftberfuhrungsverband which literally meant the Lead
ing-over-band . As such the internment unit was consid
ered a squadron of the High Seas Fleet even though it 
consisted of the most valuable part of the fleet.

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, pp. 23-24.
46Ibid.
4^Paul Schubert and Langhorne Gibson, Death of 

a Fleet, 1917-19 (New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 19^2),
p. 202.
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hair and dark Vandyke beard. An intense and emotional 
man, he accepted the burden out of a sense of duty to 
the old Navy as did many other officers.

Naturally these officers preferred scuttling the
fleet but also feared the seizure of Helgoland. Besides,
von Reuter knew that:

. . .  to sink the ships before the voyage 
to England was unhappily out of the ques
tion because of the temper of the crews 
and by the total loss of authority of the 
officers.49

Yet, von Reuter did not dismiss the idea of scuttling 
the ships, but rather thought ahead to the day when such 
an act would be possible. Reuter knew that " . . .  time 
. . . could alter the situation appreciably and better

Such future plans had to be laid temporarily 
aside; the important task was to get the mutinous fleet 
to sea. Von Reuter was given command on November 17» 
1918; and the ships had to be at the Firth on November 
21st. Much was yet to be accomplished. Repairs must

- --  - - __________ I............ " ---------------------------------------  ■ ■■ ............. ............................ ......................... .........- ....................  ...................................... ............

^Vizeadmiral Adolf von Trotha and Kapitän Dr.
H. C. Paul König, Deutsche Seefahrt (Berlin: Otto 
Franke, 1929), p. 3Ö.

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 19.
5°Ibid., p. 20.
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be made, disarmament carried out, and crews procured.
The mutiny and lack of discipline made it difficult to
get to sea. Many of the "red" sailors made little effort
to work; but the "loyalist" sailors showed great zeal
in disarming the vessels and carrying off any material
that the enemy could copy for their own benefit, such
as smoke making apparatuses, distance measuring tools,

52and electrical devices.

By the afternoon of November 19th the fleet was 
ready to leave for the Firth of Forth, thanks in large 
part to the effort of the Governor of Kiel, Noske, who

53used great persuasion and tact to get everything ready.''" 
The mood of the day was somber. A German officer re
marked that "The red flag is still flying there, a sign 
of all that has collapsed in the last weeks. The crew
is serious and quiet; most of them feel how great is 

54the disgrace." * 52

Gustav Noske, Von Kiel bis Kayp; zur Geschichte 
de Deutchen Revolution (Berlin: Politik and Wirtschaft,
1920}, pp. 36-39.

52"German View of the German Fleet's last Cruise," 
Literary Digest, IX (March 22, 1919)» p. 110.

•^Noske, Von Kiel bis Kapp; zur Geschichte de 
Deutchen Revolution, p. 3&.

•^"German View of the German Fleet's Last Cruise," 
Literary Digest, LX (March 22, 1919), p. 110.

51
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Yon Reuter could have used considerably more time, 
for at his departure he did not even know if the ships
had adequate fuel or if they were all properly disarmed. 
One battleship, one battlecruiser and one cruiser were 
not yet ready for the voyage and had to be left behind;

R 6they would be interned when fit for sea.

55

Just before sailing the leader of the Sailors' 
Council was smuggled aboard the flagship Friedrich der 
Grosse. T h e  agitator, who was.not even a sailor, 
stormed up to the bridge and informed the German admiral
that "I have now taken over command of the Squadron,

58and you are my technical adviser." Here the elected 
leader of the 4,700 men aboard the fleet demanded the 
c o m mand.Since the German Admiralty backed the 58

-^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 26.
-^"Surrender of the German High Seas Fleet,"

Current History, IX (December, 1918), p. 383. The battle- 
ship Konig and the cruiser Dresden joined the internment 
unit at Scapa Flow on December 6, 1918. The battleship 
Baden was delivered in January 1919. Originally the 
battlecruiser Mackensen was to have been interned but 
was still under construction; therefore, the Germans 
surrendered the Baden instead and scrapped the Mackensen. 
All this was done with the permission of the Allied 
Powers.

•^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 27.
58Ibid., p. 28.
59The Times (London), June 21, 1929, P- 15. The 

crews were kept at a minimum due to the nature of the 
cruise and the confusion in the Navy.
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authority of the Sailors' Soviets, the officers had no 
choice hut to recognize this authority. Reuter knew 
that any attempt to remove the sailors' elected leaders 
would result in mutiny. Yet, even on the assumption 
the officers were only technical advisers, the officer 
corps tightly clung to any authority they still possessed. 
By not disputing the issue of command the officers allowed 
the sailors' elected leaders to Become complacent and 
relegated to the officers the duties of running the 
ship. The Chairman of each ship's Soviet was content 
with his political power which included the right to 
inflict punishment; but in fact, the officers still ran
the ships though they had to contend with the insub-

60ordination of even the meanest sailor.

At sea on the 19th, the Sailors' Soviet red flag 
was replaced by the imperial ensign due to the insistence 
by Captain Ivan Oldekopf, Reuter's chief of staff, that 
the red pennant was a pirate flag that the British would 
fire upon.61 The gullible Sailors' Council believed 
Oldekopf's delightful explanation. Thus as the fleet 
left Schilling Roads for the open sea, the diary of a

fioReuter, Scapa Flow, p. 50.
61Ibid., p. 28.
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German officer read:
We have hoisted our war-flag and pennant 
once more. Everybody on board has the feel
ing that it looks better and more dignified 
than the red flag . . . .  The undefeated 
German Fleet is going out to meet the enemy 
who anxiously avoided it for four years, 
and says to him: "Here, take us; you have 
won the game only too brilliantly, and as 
you can not have imagined in your wildest 
dreams."
I wept, and I am not ashamed of it.

The rendezvous was fifty miles from the coast, 
and the time was set for the Germans to arrive at 8:00 
XA.M. on the 21st. Minefields had not yet been cleared, 
and the fleet lost one destroyer on its way to the Firth 
of Forth.°J Besides having to avoid minefields, von
Reuter could not make the stipulated twelve knots. Ten*
was the best because some of the vessels were experienc- 
ing engine trouble. This delay caused the German 
fleet to postpone its scheduled arrival at 8:00 A.M. 
for one hour.^ 62 * 64 65

62 "German View of the German Fleet's Last Cruise," 
Literary Digest, LX, p. 110.

^Frances Whiting Halsey (ed.), The Literary Di
gest History of the World War (New York: Funk and Wag- 
nalls Co., 1919), VI, p. 334. The German destroyer which 
sank was replaced by another after the internment.

64ReUter, Scapa Flow, p. 32.
65Halsey, The Literary Digest History of the World 

War, VI, p. 334.
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Beatty, anxiously expecting the arrival of the
enemy, could hardly believe that the Germans intended
to surrender without fighting. Expecting treachery,
Beatty gave his Grand Fleet the following order:

Turrets and guns are to be kept in the 
securing positions, but free. Guns are 
to be empty with cages up and loaded 
ready for ramming home. Directors and 
armoured towers are to be trained and 
correct range and deflection are to be 
kept set continously on the sights.Db

For his part, von Reuter probably would have preferred
to see his ships destroyed in a fight; but the fleet
disarmed, mutinous and degraded had to be turned over
as ordered. The Germans kept on their slow, deliberate
course to the Firth.

At 9:20 A.M. on November 21, 1918, began one of
/Try

the grandest spectacles in naval history. The seventy- 
one German ships were met by the 150 hulls of the Grand

C Q
Fleet. The British came from the west. The sea seemed 
filled with their streaming movement. Two columns of * IX,

^Beatty to the Grand Fleet, November 20, 1918, 
as quoted in Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David,
Earl Beatty, p. 444.

^Halsey, The Literary Digest History of the World 
War, VI, p. 334.

"Surrender of the German Fleet," Current History,
IX, (January, 1919), PP* 30-32. Three German ships 
could not make the voyage and were sent at a later date.
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ships twenty miles long were formed by the British,
through which the humiliated Germans passed in good

69order on the bright Saturday afternoon. A British 
officer later remarked: "I've no words to describe it.
It was stupendous, magnificent, wonderful, . . . this
huge fleet —  such a fleet as the world has never be-
^ 70fore seen . . .

After the epic review, Beatty sent a message to
von Reuter on his flagship the Friedrich der Grosse:
"The German flag is to be hauled down at 5:57 today
(that is sundown). It is not to be hoisted again with-

71out permission." Naturally, von Reuter protested 
this, using the argument that his fleet had not surren
dered and therefore was not subject to such an unreason
able order; but on November 21st humiliation was the

72order of the day. The next degradation was the British 
inspection of the interned vessels to see if they had 
disarmed as ordered. Inspection parties combed the ships 69 * 71 72

69Ibid., p. 31
^°"From a Private Log," Atlantic, CXXIII (Febru

ary, 1919), p. 285.
711 "Surrender of the German Fleet," Current History, 

IX, p. 33.
72Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 33*
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for two days and found nothing of any startling interest 
except Bolshevik sailors. The inspection was intensive, 
and the results were that " . . .  nothing at all in the

_  -i 71way of arms or explosives j_werej on board." The
British were ordered not to fraternize with the Germans
for fear that Bolshevism might also infect the sailors
of the Royal Navy. Thus, the "red" sailors who greeted
the British with open arms, believing that they too had

74accepted Bolshevism, were ignored and brushed aside.
It was fortunate for von Reuter that Beatty ignored the
Sailors' Council, who thought themselves to be running 

75the fleet. This act destroyed much of their authority.
A British captain inspecting the Bmden reported that:

The situation on board was interesting.
There was discipline of sorts, and men 
obeyed their officers, but it had re
laxed considerably, and orders were 
carried out in a slack manner. This was 
the general impression I received; but 
it was also very noticable that there 
was a section of men on board, cleaner 
and smarter looking than the remainder, 
who still held to the old traditions of 
discipline and loyalty to their officers.

73"prom a Private Log," Atlantic, CXXIII, pp.
285- 286 .

74 "Germany's Naval Disgrace as Seen from the 
Texas," Literary Digest, LX (January 11, 1919), p. 58.

75 "Last Cruise of the German Fleet," Current 
History, IX (March, 1919), p. 443.

^"From a Private Log," Atlantic, CXXIII, p. 286.
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A correspondent on one of the inspection parties observed 

this true situation:
"Order these men out of this cabin," said a 
British officer to a German captain, pointing 
to a group of Soviet sailors sporting their 
distinctive white armbands.communie
"Order them!" sobbed the German at his desk, 
his head in his hands. "Order them! They'd 
take no notice."77

To allow the enemy to see the degradation of the 
German officer corps by impertinent common sailors was 
most humiliating. Beatty must have gloated over his 
helpless foe. With the inspection accomplished and with 
the German High Seas Fleet reduced to a convoy of use
less metal hulks, Admiral Beatty, who had been given 
absolute authority over his enemy could " . . .  organize

r-7 Q
the surrender in his own way. . . . "  He ". . . was 
not concerned with legal niceties. . ." and had no 
intention of allowing the Germans to proceed to a 
neutral port.^ However, the British Admiral paid lip 
service to the armistice and did not presumptuously 
announce that neutral ports were out of the question. 77 * 79

77"Germany’ s Naval Disgrace as Seen from' the 
Texas," Literary Digest, LX, p. 58.

^Chalmers, The Life and Letters of David, Earl 
Beatty, p. 336.

79Ibid.
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Instead, Beatty announced that since the Firth of Forth 
was a relatively unsheltered anchorage, the German Fleet
would be moved to a safer haven at Scapa Flow —  the

8odesolate British naval base in the Orkneys. J He further
ordered that no communication was to be allowed between

81German vessels; violators would be fired upon. Beatty
then demanded that a reduction of crews take place upon
reaching Scapa Flow —  approximately one sixth of the
skeleton ships' companies. This would leave dreadnaughts
with about 190 men per ship, cruisers with sixty men

82and destroyers with twenty men apiece. These changes 
were made, according to Beatty, to approximate " . . .  
the totals that would be required in British ships of 
similar classes.

Reuter had no choice but to comply, and the Ger
man fleet under escort proceeded to Scapa Flow. As the
fleet sailed to the former British naval base, von. *

Reuter must have pondered his destiny. To him the 
fleet was being interned as insurance against the good 80 * * *

80uReuter, Scapa Flow, p. 35.
Ibid., p. 33•

O p

°*Ibid., p. 43- See also The Times (London),
June 21, 1919-

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 43*
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behavior of the German government. He did not believe 
that he was surrendering; after all, the German Navy 
was undefeated; and the Allies would have no right to 
demand such unreasonable terms.

His destination, the vast harbor of this northern 
naval base, was twenty miles long and eight miles wide—  
large enough to hold both the German Fleet, and the 
British warships 'under Admiral Sir Sydney Fremantle,

84which were to stand watch over their valuable captives.
The qualities which Scapa Flow had as a naval anchorage
did not make the misty harbor a desirable living place.
One German officer remarked that . .no place could

85be more Godforsaken. . . ." However, Admiral von Reuter 
had little thought for the scenery; to him, the demanding 
reduction of the crews and the sailing into the harbor 
at Scapa Flow meant that this was to be a permanent

Of-
internment port. The High Seas Fleet was betrayed 
and Reuter thought that this ". . .betrayal would give 
us back our freedom of action; we could do what we liked

o7
with our ships, we could also scuttle them." ' The * 85 * 87

Halsey, The Literary Digest History of the World 
War, VI, p. 336.

85Hamburger Nachrichten, as quoted in Ibid. 
^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 38.
87Ibid., p. 1 9 .
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British had broken the armistice first and now would 
reap the harvest which they had sown.

Life at Scapa Flow settled down to a dreary bore
dom. The dreadnaughts and cruisers were anchored in 
the center of the harbor while the destroyers were moved 
near shore and tied up in pairs. This allowed the crews

OO
of two destroyers to live on one ship." No liberty 
was allowed and four small British boats controlled the 
harbor to insure German compliance with British demands.0" 
Most of the men aboard the German vessels were employed 
as engineers and kept busy providing heating and light
ing. The auxiliary engines were kept running on coal 
purchased from the British. Shipboard machinery needed 
constant repair due to its worn condition resulting from 
the wartime vigilance of the fleet. The condensers were 
also in bad shape; and this resulted in severe shortage
of fresh water so that rain water had to be collected. ^ 0

' *

The British made the internment harsher by re
stricting German communications. The use of the wire-

88 "Aboard the German Fleet in Scapa Flow," Living
Age, CCCI (April 26, 1919), p. 29. -----. P • *

^The Times (London), June 23, 1929, p. 16.
qo"Aboard the German Fleet in Scapa Flow," Living 

Age, CCCI, p. 201. -----
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less was forbidden and later parts from wireless sets 
91were removed. Once a month a steamer arrived from

92Germany to bring information and supplies. The incoming
mail was not censored but all outgoing mail required

9^British approval. This regulation was put into effect
_ QAon December 30, 1918. Yet the British even tightened

up this stringent regulation on May 8, 1919, and required
that all mail had to pass through the Admiralty offices
in London; this delay frequently caused the mail to be

95four weeks late. On the whole communication with Ger
many was infrequent throughout the entire internment.
One German officer lamented that:

Unfortunately the papers are necessarily 
very old, and events are happening so 
rapidly in Germany that we never know 
just what the situation is at the moment. ;, J

If the British were rather strict in regulating

91Reuter, Scapa Plow, p. 39.
92"Aboard the German Fleet in Scapa Flow," Living 

Age, CCCI, p. 202.
9̂ Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 39.
^ Ibid., p. 56.
^ Ibid. , p. 89.
96"Aboard the German Fleet in Scapa Flow," Living 

Age, CCCI, p. 203.
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foreign mails, they seemed to encourage inter-ship
communication at Scapa Flow. Von Reuter gained permis-

97sion to visit the ships under his command by launch.
In fact, the British even provided the launch on Reuter's 
request because the German admiral did not wish his

qo
launch manned by red sailors. An inter-ship postal
service was inaugurated using British patrol craft, and
the commanding officers of the' German vessels were allowed

99to visit the flagship. ^

It would seem that Admiral Fremantle, the com
mander of the large British fleet at Scapa Flow, sym
pathized with von Reuter's situation, especially in 
regard to the Sailors' Soviets. The Bolshevik sailors 
were as unruly as ever and in some cases even relieved 
the officers of duty. 100 However, on some of the ships 
the captains kept some authority by maintaining them
selves as chairmen of the Sailors' Council. 10 1 With 
Fremantle not recognizing the Sailors' Soviet, Reuter

97
98t
Ibid.
Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 42.

""Aboard the German Fleet in Scapa Flow," Living 
Age, CCCI, p. 202.

100,
101

Ibid., p. 203. 
Ibid.
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was able to exercise greater authority over his own crews
In December 1918, von Reuter ingratiated himself with
the British admiral by forbidding his crews to distribute
propaganda among the British sailors, thus making it
clear to Fremantle that the German:

. . . officers had nothing in common with 
the Revolution, and we wished to have 
nothing in common with those whose doing 
had plunged our land in immeasurable sorrow 
and deepest shame.103

There were some improvements made in von Reuter's com
mand. He received permission from the Sailors' Soviet
to punish men for certain infractions but his authority

104was far from established.

On December 13, 1918, von Reuter obtained per
mission from the British to return to Germany for a 

106visit. Although he informed the British he was
leaving for reasons of health, actually von Reuter de
sired to establish more firmly his authority in the fleet
by appealing to the Secretary of State for the German

106Navy, Admiral Ritter von Mann. Complying with Brit-

102Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 74.
1Q3Ibid., p. 50.
1Q4Ibid., p. 65.
105Ibid., p. 53.
^^Ibid., p. 55. See also The Times (London),

June 23, I^HTT P*~ 16.

102
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ish demands, von Reuter took with him his surplus crews.
Six transports thus departed the gloomy harbor. Small

107maintenance crews were left aboard each German vessel. The 
dreadnaughts and cruisers had about 100 men apiece left 
on board while the destroyers had less than twelve men

10o
apiece assigned to them. Those who stayed were fre
quently loyalists. One German officer reported that:

Almost all those who stay behind have vol
unteered partly out of affection for the 
destroyer and partly because they hope not 
to return to Germany until conditions there 
are normal.1^9

Yet it must also be mentioned that many of the soviet
sailors did not wish to return home because they feared
the returning German army's possible revenge on those

110who had "stabbed them in the back."

While von Reuter was gone the commander of the
cruiser Rmrien was organizing a loyalist group aboard

111a few of the dreadnaughts and destroyers. When Reuter
returned on January 25, 1919, with his request for more 1 * 111

1 07Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 53-
10^The Times (London), June 23, 1919, p. 16.

" A b o a r d  -the German Fleet in Scapa Flow, Living 
Age, CCCI, p. 201.

1^"Last Cruise of the German Fleet," Current 
History, IX, p. 443.

111Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 63.
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authority sympathetically approved by the new non-Soviet
Admiralty, a campaign was launched to re-establish the

112authority of the officers.

New elections within the fleet put moderate
sailors in charge of the Sailors' Soviet. Yet the battle

11 3was far from won. Aboard the flagship Friedrich der
Grosse the Bolshevik sailors formed a red guard to stave

114off the waning authority of the Soviets. To von Reuter
this group had to be broken up because any disorder they
caused might give the British an excuse to place marines

115on the chaotic German vessels. In order to disperse
this center of agitation, von Reuter obtained permission 
in February, 1919, from Admiral Adolf von Trotha, the 
Chief of the German Admiralty, to send home insubordinate 
sailors. The several seamen designated for deportation 
refused to leave and threatened a violent revolt. In 
these dark days Admiral Fremantle, upon von Reuter's 
request, dispatched British destroyers to volatile German
vessels and enforced von Reuter's orders. The sailors

. . 116 were sent home.

112̂Ibid., p. 55.
11ĴIbid., p. 74.
^ ^ The Times (London), June 23, 1919, P* 16.
115Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 48.
116Ibid., pp. 67-73.
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To free himself further from the soviet inspired 
anarchy aboard the Friedrich der Grosse, von Reuter trans
ferred his flag to the cruiser Emden, which was the strong
hold of the loyalists.1̂  And finally on June 17, 1919, 
von Reuter shipped home the 2,700 men, the majority of 
the Bolshevik sailors, leaving only a semi-loyalist group 
of 1,800 men aboard a fleet which at one time boasted 
nearly 100,000 officers and crew. u Von Reuter, although 
not having the complete loyalty of these reduced crews 
could at least boast that he had effective control of 
his fleet.

Increasing his authority over the fleet could 
possibly mean that von Reuter was planning to scuttle 
the fleet. Yet, it was natural that in any circumstance, 
whether or not he was planning to scuttle the fleet,
Reuter would desire loyalist crews under his command. 
However, with the loyalists holding the upper hand in 
the fleet, it was possible for Reuter to order a scuttling.

~^^The Times (London), June 23, 1919, p. 16.
A A O
°Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 95. See also, The Times 

(London), February 3, 1920, p. 10; and H. W. V. Temperley, 
A History of the Peace Conference of Paris (London: In- 
stitute of International Affairs, 1920), II, p. 153«



CHAPTER III

THE SCUTTLING

The High Seas Fleet riding at anchor at Scapa 
Flow was not isolated from the rapidly changing events 
in Germany. It might be said that the fleet was a mir
ror of Germany which reflected the chaotic events oc- 
euring in the Fatherland. Von Reuter returned to Ger
many in December of 1918, not to take a holiday, but 
rather to strengthen his hold upon the fleet.”1

Upon arriving in Berlin the commander of the High 
Seas Fleet must have reflected upon the momentous up
heaval in which his sailors had played such a prominent 
role. After the mutiny about 1,000 German sailors had 
made their way to Berlin where they joined Soldiers', 
Sailors' and Workers' Councils and appointed three of

pthe six ministers of the new German Republic. The 
U.S.P.D. provided the leadership of these councils and 1 2

1Admiral Ludwig von Reuter, Scapa Flow, the Ac- 
count of the Greatest Scuttling of All Time, trans.
J. M. N. Mundie (London: Hurst and Blackett Ltd., 1940), 
p. 55* Henceforth cited as Reuter, Scapa Flow.

2Rudolf Coper, Failure of a Revolution, Germany 
in 1918-1919 (Cambridge! Harvard University Press, 1955), 
pp. 175-176. See also, Arthur Rosenberg, A History of 
the German Republic, trans. F. D. Morrow and L. Marie 
Sieveking (New York: Russell and Russell, 1965), p. 1.
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among other reforms had recognized the power of the 
Sailors' Soviets and appointed a committee of common 
sailors to run the Admiralty.-^ The mutinous Berlin 
sailors and many soldiers formed an 1,800 man People's 
Naval Brigade which offered its support to the new 
government, not from patriotic feeling but as a group 
of mercenaries who felt more strongly about their own 
material interests than they did on any political ques
tion.^ In December 1918 they squabbled with the govern-

5ment over their quarters and pay.v The government 
which had once relied on the sailors to keep order in 
Berlin dispatched an army unit to destroy the Bolshevist 
seamen. The army, however, was newly reorganized and 
did not cherish the thought of acting as unpopular 
counterrevolutionaries. The army's half-hearted attack

^Government to the High Command, November 12,
1918, as quoted in "Documentary History of the German 
Revolution," Living Age, CCC (March 1, 1919), p. 518.

^Coper, Failure of a Revolution, Germany in 
1918-1919, p. 176• See also, Rosenberg, A History of 
the German Republic, pp. 59-60.

5John W. Wheeler-Bennett, The Nemesis of Power; 
The German Army in Politics, 1918-1945 (London: Mac
millan and do., 1961) ,  p. 347 Henceforth cited as 
Wheeler-Bennett, The Nemesis of Power.

^Coper, Failure of a Revolution, Germany in 1918—
1919, PP- 176-177.
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failed and the People's Naval Brigade beseiged the
Chancellory building and demanded a pay raise which was

7granted by the defenseless government officials. Von 
Reuter in Berlin must have loathed this intolerable but 
powerful Naval Brigade as well as the soviet dominated 
Admiralty. They must have reminded him of the insub
ordinate rabble in his own fleet.

But as these upheavals were taking place a 
brighter sun was rising over the Fatherland thanks to 
the persistence of President Friedrich Ebert and his 
Social Democratic moderates. As the foundations of 
the new Republic seemed to crumble, hope was not yet 
forsaken. After the government's battle with the sailors, 
the radical workers in Berlin rose to establish a dic
tatorship of the proletariat and the U.S.P.D. ministers 
resigned to protest the government's repression of the

O
sailors. Taking advantage of these resignations, the 
government ordered Noske to Berlin and named him Minister

^Ibid., See also, Phillip Scheidemann, The Making 
of New Germany; The Memoirs of Phillip Scheidemann, 
trans. J. E. Michell (New York: D. Appleton and Co.,
1929) , p. 229. Henceforth cited as Scheidemann, The 
Making of New Germany.

o°F. Sefton Delmer, "Germany Crushes Bolshevism," 
Charles F. Home and Walter F. Austin (eds.), Source Rec
ords of the Great War (Indianapolis: American legion,
1930) , VII, p. 114. See also, Rosenberg, A History of 
the German Republic, p. 63.
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Qof Defense. Using his now disciplined Kiel sailors
to form the core of a military organization, Noske was
able to march to Berlin in January 1919 at the head

10of 4,000 loyal troups and restore order. By March 1919 
Noske had ruthlessly destroyed the People's Naval Bri
gade and exterminated the important Bolshevist leader- 

11ship. Por the first time since the Revolution the 
new republican government could feel somewhat secure.

Noske's rise to power was equally significant
to the Navy as a whole and the interned High Seas Fleet
in particular. One of his first acts as Minister of
Defense was to abolish the Soviet Admiralty and appoint
Admiral Adolf von Trotha Chief of the Admiralty on Decem- 

1 2ber 27, 1918. Von Reuter, who had been witnessing * 10 11

^Gustav Noske, Von Kiel bis Kapp; zur Geschichte 
der Deutchen Revolution (Berlin: Politik und Wirtschaft, 
1920), p. 63. See also, Hannah Vogt, The Burden of 
Guilt: A Short History of Germany, 1914-1948, "trans. 
Herbert Strauss (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1964), p. 38.

10Scheidemann, Making of New Germany, II, pp. 
291-292. See also, Wheeler-Bennett, The Nemesis of 
Power, p. 36.

11Coper, Failure of a Revolution. Germany in 1918— 
1919, PP- 88-89. See also, Francis W. Halsey, The Liter
ary Digest History of the World War (New York: Funk and 
Wagnalls Co., 1919), VI, pp. 293-294. Noske had the 
leaders of the Brigade murdered and the sailors had to 
flee the city or risk a similar fate.

1 2Noske, Von Kiel bis Kapp; zur Geschichte der 
Deutchen Revolution, p. EJ~.
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these events, must have uttered a sigh of relief when 
he learned of von Trotha's appointment. Tirpitz, Scheer 
and Hipper had all resigned from the service, but von 
Trotha had remained out of loyalty to the Navy. By far, 
von Trotha, whose career is still relatively obscure to 
historians, was one of the most remarkable officers in 
the German Navy and a politician-sailor who greatly in
fluenced both political and naval events in Germany 
from 1914 to 1920.

Admiral Adolf von Trotha was a short, stocky,
bald-headed officer who was fifty-one years of age when

13he' accepted the post of Chief of the Admiralty. In 
the first year of the war von Trotha was appointed 
Captain in command of the battleship Kaiser, but was
soon promoted to the office of a departmental Chief in

14the Naval Cabinet. In this post von Trotha became
a close friend of Admiral Georg von Muller, Chief of

15 "the Naval Cabinet. Von Muller has often been called

^Admiral Adolf von Trotha, Grossadmiral von 
Tirpitz (Breslau: Wilhelm Kor nom, M1933), p. 112. See 
also, Admiral Georg Alexander von Muller, The Kaiser 
and His Court; The Diaries, Note Books and Letters of 
Admiral Georg Alexander von Muller, Chief of the Naval 
Cabinet. 1914— 1 9 1 8 , ed. Walter E. Gorlitz, trans. Mtervyn 
Savill (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1961), 
p. 43.

^Muller, Kaiser and His Court, p. 43*
 ̂̂ Ibid., p. 94-
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the "German Rasputin" because of his supposedly great
16 f»influence over the Kaiser. Although Muller's politi

cal influence has been grossly exaggerated by jealous 
naval officers, the primary duty of the Chief of the
Naval Cabinet was to recommend officers for naval ap-

17pointments and promotions to the Kaiser. By his
close association with von Muller, Trotha was early
destined for high position. With his promotion to
Admiral in 1916, von Trotha was appointed the Chief of
Staff of the High Seas Fleet where he served under 

18Scheer.1" Since Scheer was also a rising star in the 
German Navy, von Trotha, by attaching himself to the 
meteoric careers of Scheer and Muller was clearly des
tined for high position. While still serving on Scheer*s 
staff it was officially decided that when Muller finally 
resigned von Trotha was to fill the post of Chief of
the Naval Cabinet and have the honor of being the Kaiser's

19closest naval adviser.

Besides having aspirations for personal advance- * 17

1 6Scheidemann, Making of New Germany, II, p. 43.
17 ii'Muller, Kaiser and His Court, p. xxix.
^Ibid., p. 43•
^Ibid., p. 391. Muller persuaded the Kaiser 

to give Trotha the position when it was vacated.
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ment, Trotha as early as October, 1916, was actively
urging the use of unrestricted U-boat warfare regard-

20less of the political consequences. Believing that 
the German naval sword had presented a blunt edge be
cause unrestricted U-boat warfare was not fully utilized, 
von Trotha convinced Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg 
and General Erich Ludendorf to support an aggressive 
U-boat campaign. Since the Army High Command had con
siderable influence on the government, von Trotha's

21plea was granted. Unrestricted U-boat warfare was
launched with disastrous political results for it brought

22the United States into the war.

Because of the service he had performed in fur
thering the interests of the Navy, von Trotha was in
creasingly becoming an articulate spokesman for the
surface fleet. He looked forward to war in 1914 and

23now advocated decisive surface actions. As a fleet 

20Karl E. Birnbaum, Peace Moves and U-boat War
fare, a Study of Imperial Germany's Policy Toward the 
United States, April 18, 1916-January 9 , 1917 (Stockholm: 
Almquist and Wiksell, 1958), p. 117.

21 Henry Newbolt, A Naval History of the War,
1914-18 (London: Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd., 1931), P* 217.

22Later von Trotha would be declared a war crimi
nal for his role in advocating submarine warfare. See 
New York Times, February 8, 1920, p. 2.

2^Trotha, Grossadmiral von Tirpitz, p. 102.
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officer von Trotha also desired the Navy under the unified
. r. 24 .command of a "grand style leader." Von Txrpxtz was

just such an officer, thought Trotha. But after Tirpitz's
resignation, Trotha looked upon Scheer as the admiral

25who best could lead the German Navy. With his con
nections, von Trotha assisted Scheer in his appointment 
to the post of Chief of the Admiralty. Thus if the 
war continued, Scheer would plan naval strategy while 
Trotha, as soon as he became Chief of the Naval Cabinet, 
could advise the Kaiser to fight decisive naval actions. 
"This was certainly a brilliant maneuver by which a two- 
man clique would gain control of the German Navy.

The Trotha-Scheer combination was succeeding
admirably. In August, 1918, Scheer was made Chief of
the Admiralty while Trotha was still Chief of Staff of

27the High Seas Fleet. Scheer, attempting to consoli
date his power, wanted one of his own men appointed

^Muller, Kaiser and his Court, p. 162.
“̂Admiral Adolf von Trotha, Admiral Scheer der 

Sieger vom Skagerrak (Lubeck: Druck, 1933) , p. 37.
2^Muller, Kaiser and His Court, pp. 283, 323,

368.

2^Admiral Scheer, Germany's High Sea Fleet in 
the World War (London: Cassell and Co., Ltd., 1920), 
pp. 325, 332.
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Secretary of State for the Navy. Admiral Paul Behncke 
who held the position, disliked Scheer so his removal 
was necessary. The Secretary of State for the Navy was 
largely in charge of finance and construction and held 
considerable prestige in the Navy. Admiral Tirpitz 
formerly held this office and preferred it to other na
val posts in peacetime. As Secretary, Tirpitz had built 
the Navy.'1®

By persuading von Muller to transfer Behncke, 
Scheer had Admiral Ritter von Mann, formerly in charge 
of building U-boats, appointed Secretary. Now Scheer 
had control. He ordered the High Seas Fleet to sea 
and precipitated the mutiny and the German Revolution.
At this same time, Muller resigned and von Trotha pre
pared to fill his shoes. Yet the mutiny delayed Trotha1s 
advancement. As one of the most respected officers of 
the fleet, von Trotha was requested to stay with the 
ships at Kiel and help restore order. This was for
tunate for Trotha because with the Kaiser's abdication 
the position of Chief of the Naval Cabinet also dis
appeared since its duties were mainly to advise Wilhelm. 
Also, the post of Chief of the Admiralty was taken over 
upon Scheer1s hasty resignation by a soviet Admiralty.2^

°Muller, Kaiser and His Court, p. 393.
29Ibid., pp. 391-393, 415.
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The duties of both Trotha and Scheer were elim
inated, Trotha, however, stuck with the Navy and was 
fortunate enough to win the favor of Noske and the ap
pointment as the new Chief of the Admiralty when the 
soviet Admiralty was discarded. With his appointment, 
Trotha began a career bent upon the betrayal of the new 
German government. He became known as ". . . the ad
miral who had little sympathy with the Republic. "-j0 
In the months that lay ahead not only would Trotha 
order the scuttling of the fleet but would also attempt 
to overthrow the German government. On May 9, 1919, 
he would order Reuter to scuttle the ships at Scapa 
Plow; and in March 1920 he would join the Kapp Putsch, 
which attempted to overthrow the Republic. For this
latter action he would be ignominously forced to resign 

11from the Navy.

When von Reuter left the interned fleet in Decem
ber, 1919, he journeyed to Berlin to see Admiral von 
Mann, Secretary of State for the Navy, who by a freak

-^Wheeler-Bennet, The Nemesis of Power, p. 75.
3fetter from Kapitan zur See Bidlingmaier of 

the Militargeschichtliches Forschungsamt of the Federal 
German Republic, October 6, 1965. Henceforth cited as 
Letter from Kapitan zur See Bidlingmaier.
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situation was the only high ranking naval officer in 
Germany able to maintain his position. Prom Mann, von 
Reuter received unofficial permission to eliminate the 
power of the soviets aboard his ships. Yet Mann knew 
that he had no authority or power to change the situa
tion in the fleet. Por this reason von Reuter was told 
that if he broke the power of the soviets, the Secretary 
of State for the Navy would recognize his command.
Mann was afraid to dissolve the soviets; he even was 
forced to grant the sailors of the fleet a five mark 
'per day pay raise when they sent a delegation to him.3^

Thus both Mann and Reuter must have welcomed the 
destruction of the soviet Admiralty and von Trotha's 
appointment. Von Trotha backed Reuter's authority and 
granted him permission to send home Bolshevik sailors, 
thereby allowing von Reuter to regain command of his 
fleet.* 33 * 35

While von Reuter was solidifying his control of 
the fleet, the German officers at Scapa Plow were anx-

■j? ..-Reuter, Scapa Plow, p. 55°
33Ibid.
3^Ibid., pp. 58-61.
35Ibid., pp. 71-73.
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iously following the proceedings of the Peace Conference
at Paris; for upon the results of those negotiations

* *depended the fate of the internment unit. But the news 
of the Peace Conference was meager. The German newspapers 
arrived only once a month on the supply ship; so the 
British papers contained the only up-to-date news avail-

f-wp \ ’ £ r: - ; ■ ''"'■'’j  p y n
able; and at best, it took from five to seven days for

-) r
the London papers to arrive at Scapa Plow.

Von Reuter and his officers were shocked upon 
learning from their newspapers that on May 7, 1919, the 
Allied Powers submitted their harsh Conditions of Peace

■*7to the German Delegation and to the press.- The Ger
man Delegation may have been expecting severe measures, 
but was not prepared to receive these outrageous terms.
The German people and the Navy were even less prepared.
The terms must have turned von Trotha's face white:

. . . all war vessels interned in accordance 
with the Armistice, to be finally surrendered,
Great Britain to receive custody of the ships 
in trust for the Allies.
. . .  108 less important vessels, not interned, 
to be surrendered.

^^Memorandum Concerning the Scuttling of the Ger
man Battleships at Scapa from the German Delegation to 
the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great Powers, Novem
ber 27, 1919, Great Britain, Foreign Office, Documents 
on British Foreign Policy, 1st Series (London: His 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1947), II, p. 457. Hence
forth cited ap British Documents.

■^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 93*
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. . . all warships under construction to he 
broken up.
. . . within sixty days, the personnel of 
the German navy to be reduced to 15,000 
men, including not over 1,500 officers.
. . .  no Naval Reserve allowed.
. . . the German navy to number not more 
than six small battleships, six light- 
cruisers, twelve destroyers, twelve tor- 
pedo-boats —  no submarines, no aircraft.00

Von Reuter must also have whitened when he first heard
the terms. Every career officer of the Navy now realized
the true state of affairs: Germany was to be a sixth-
rate naval power.

In these hectic days in Germany, the Navy was 
not the prime interest of the state. Germany no longer 
had the Kaiser or any other leader who believed that 
the interests of the state were the same as those of 
the Navy. The Navy was now an orphan. The German dele
gates at the Peace Conference as well as the diplomats 
at home were vitally concerned with territorial losses, 
financial reparations and the question of war guilt.

0 Conditions of Peace, May 7, 1919, U.S. Depart
ment of State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations 
of the United States: Paris Peace Conference, 191ÏÏ 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1945—4 ^ , XII,
pp. 342-349. Henceforth cited as U.S. Peace Papers. 
Besides surrendering the vessels at Scapa Flow the other 
ships to be surrendered were 8 dreadnaughts, 8 light 
cruisers, 42 destroyers, and 50 torpedo boats. Of the 
ships which would remain in possession of Germany only 
five light cruisers were of any value —  the rest were 
obsolete.
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TABLE 2

GERMAN NAVAL REPARATIONSa

TYPES
German Navy 
on Nov. 11, 

1918
Total no. of 

German vessels 
demanded

Vessels to 
remain in 
German 

possession
Battleships 
and Battle 
Cruisers

31 24 6

Light
Cruisers 22 16 6

Destroyers 105 92 12

Torpedo Boats 62 50 12

U-Boats 160 160 0

Total13 380 342 36

aE . B. Potter (ed.), Sea Power: A Naval History
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, I960), pp. 477-478.; 
Report of the Meeting of the Admirals at the Ministry 
Marine, Paris, June 23, 1919, in U. S. Peace Papers,
VI, p. 644.; Reuter, Scapa Flow, pp. 149—150.

^The discrepancy in the totals is due to the 
breaking up of vessels as well as marine accidents.
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Unconcerned with the Navy, the government was concerned 
with the survival of the state. Most likely the Ger
mans in the post-war era thought the Navy a luxury.
To army-minded Germans, the Fatherland, stripped of its 
colonies and merchant marine, did not need a large and 
expensive Navy. Von Trotha had naval representatives 
in Paris and knew the true situation. He knew that the 
civilian German government would not make a great issue 
out of the naval clauses or even dispute them. He hoped 
for the best and would do all things possible to reverse 

N the terms, but he could not realistically hope that all 
would be well. To von Trotha, the government must 
either fight against the naval clauses or betray the 
Navy. Yet von Trotha must have known that while the
fleet was resting at Scapa Flow some German newspapers

■ . V ' - a  - ' - v ; -  :

were urging the abolition of the Navy saying that the 
existing fleet had practically no military value and 
the money spent in maintaining it was simply thrown 
away. This issue was also discussed at the National 
Assembly in Weimar in April, 1919, where it was decided 
to keep a small navy as an instrument of defense. Clearly 
it was evident that the government would agree to the 
naval terms. The Allies, the German people, and the 
German government supported the idea of a miniature
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German Navy. ^

This overwhelming trend to deplete German sea 
power caused apprehension among the officers of the 
internment unit. Most of the senior officers at Scapa 
Flow were below the rank of commander. Moreover, of 
the thirty-four officers in command of the ships or 
destroyer squadrons at Scapa Flow, the majority were 
lieutenant commanders.1̂  These junior officers com
manding the vessels of the internment unit were of low
er rank because they were merely in charge of mainten
ance crews rather than complete ships' companies.
These men were career officers whose means of making 
a living depended upon the existence of a large German
Navy. To these men and to Admiral von Reuter, whoisi ac c ox ¿an.c & wi %i'
also desired to remain in the service, the news from 
Germany " . . .  gave one the not quite unjustifiable 
feeling that those who were away from home would not 
be sufficiently regarded in the re-modelling of the 
Navy."^ Positions in the new Navy were anxiously 
sought. The man who was distributing these offices

....qq.ir.........................  j . - ......- r ______ _.-r - - t,______________ __,...............................................Hector C. Bywater, Navies and Nations: A Re
view of Naval Developments Since the Great War (London; 
Constable and Go.,Lid., p. 254.

^"List of the Interned Ships and Torpedo Boats 
and Their Commanders and Leaders," Reuter, Scapa Flow, 
pp. 151—153-

^Ibid., p. 84.
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was Admiral von Trotha, a right-wing radical of the old 
Navy. Von Trotha must he pleased.

In Berlin on May 9, 1919, Admiral von Trotha was 
engrossed in writing to von Reuter. The Conditions of 
Peace had been published and von Trotha was determined 
that no German vessel would ever be surrendered. He 
wrote that:

Prom the press and the utterances in the 
British House of lords, it appears that 
our opponents are considering the idea of 
depriving us of the interned ships on the 
conclusion of peace. They waver between 
the destruction or distribution among them
selves of those ships. The British Admir
alty raise some doubt about the latter 
course. . . . Sir you may rest assured that 
it will be no more than a plain duty of our 
naval delegates at Versailles to safeguard 
the fate of our interned ships in every 
way and to arrive at a solution which is 
in accordance with our traditions and our 
unequivocable rights. In this connection 
the first condition will be that the ships 
remain German, and that their fate, what
ever turn it may take under the pressure 
of the situation will be consumated by 
ourselves and that their surrender to the 
enemy is out of the question.42

This message found in the safe of the half-sunk 
Pmrien bears witness to its own authenticity and is the

^ New York Times, December 4, 1919, p. 5» See 
also, Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations 
of the Five Great Powers Held at M. Pinchon's at the 
Quai D'Orsay in Paris on December 5, 1919, in British 
Documents, 1st Series, II, p. 488; and The Times (Lon
don/, Dec. 4, 1919, p. H. My italics are in the 
letter.
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closest that any existing document comes to fixing the 
responsibility for the scuttling of the fleet. It 
was very likely that von Trotha sent the message on 
his own responsibility. Feeling that the government 
had betrayed the Navy, he took steps to safeguard the 
honor of the service. No evidence exists that the Ger
man government or Noske, the Minister of Defense, knew 
anything of this message. Besides, Noske was one of 
the few ministers of the Scheidemann government who
actually voted to accept the Treaty as it stood in view

44s of the helpless condition of Germany. It is also un
likely that von Trotha, a royalist, would have mentioned 
it to the Socialist government. It need only be remem
bered that a few months before Admiral Scheer had 
attempted to fight an eleventh hour battle with the 
fleet without even informing the Imperial government.
The precedent was there.

When and how did von Reuter receive the message? 
Speculation would suggest that it may have been brought 
by the two German supply ships, the Bardenia and the 
Schleswig, which entered Scapa Flow on June 17, 1919,

^ New York Times, December 4, 1919, p. 4.
^Charles T. Thompson, The Peace Conference Day 

by Day; A Presidential Pilgrimage leading to the Dis
covery of Europe (New York: Brentano's, 1920), p. 399• 
Henceforth cited as Thompson, The Peace Conference.
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to take home the last of the surplus crews. The last
German supply ship that arrived at Scapa Flow before
June 17th was the Dollart on May 4th; and this would
seem to eliminate it from carrying any message since

45the letter was dated May 9, T919. The evidence would 
also seem to indicate that von Trotha entrusted his 
message to Fregatten-kapitan Quaet-Faslem, a captain 
of one of these last dispatch boats. Quaet-Faslem's 
task was also to convince Reuter to scuttle the vessels 
rather than surrender them.^ Unfortunately, no record 
survives concerning these verbal orders.

Von Reuter was a good plotter and admittedly 
had a phobia about writing documentary materials which 
would tend to incriminate him. Few written orders 
could be attributed to von Reuter who quoted Talleyrand's 
classic statement: "A written word —  and I bring a 
man to the g a l l o w s . I n  his memoirs the admiral says 
little of these events. He does not mention these ver
bal orders nor does he emphasize von Trotha's letter.
In fact he dismissed the letter from von Trotha in one 
sentence by simply refuting the idea that it influenced
him and never once does he actually describe the details

__________________________________________ ___

^ New York Times, December 4, 1919, p. 5*
^Letter from Kapitan zur See Bidlingmaier.
^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 46.
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of this letter.48 Evidently von Reuter was hiding 
something. All he said about the visit of Quaet—Faslem, 
who is never mentioned by name, is that he was sent by 
the admiralty " . . .  to make a note of our wishes . . . 
[and] . . . allay anxiety."49 It would not seem too 
speculative to suggest that the anxiety of von Reuter 
was allayed in a barter. The scuttling of the ships 
for a position in the new Navy seems to be a happy bar
gain since von Reuter believed that ". . . there could 
be no question of the English taking possession of the 
ships purely on the grounds of the Peace Treaty being 
signed."^0 The possibility of such a bargain being 
struck seems even more likely if one considers that 
von Reuter was later promoted to a vice-admiral in
von Trotha's new Navy even though he sabotaged his

51country's peace agreements.

One must also consider that the two transports 
which arrived at Scapa Flow under the command of Quaet- 
Faslem were to embark more of the surplus crews for

48Ibid., p. 137.
49Ibid,, p. 84.
5°Ibid., p. 93.
-^Vizeadmiral Adolf von Trotha and Kapitan Dr.

H. C. Paul Konig, Deutsche Seefahrt (Berlin: Otto 
Franke, 192?)> P* 38.
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Germany. The sailors taken off the interned vessels 
were red sailors who might disobey an order to scuttle 
the ships. Furthermore, the 2,700 sailors who were to
be sent home marked the largest single reduction of

52crews; only 1,800 men were left in the fleet. This
53action was specifically sanctioned by Trotha. To

Admiral Reuter " . . .  the reduction would be carried
out with enough severity to insure the sinking should

54-be completed with certainty." On June 17, 1919, 
the same day as the transports were taking the sur
plus crews aboard, von Reuter used this moment of busy 
confusion to circulate the following message to the 
commanding officers of his ships:

Commanding officers are ordered to make 
necessary preparations for sinking their 
ships so as to insure that on receipt of 
an order they will sink as rapidly as 
possible.
. . . Officers must consider carefully 
what steps they should take to insure 
the sinking of their vessels in case the 
English should endeavor to take the ships 
by surprise.
. . .  As the personnel cannot be relied 
upon entirely, officers must themselves 
undertake the necessary lookout duties.

^2The Times (London), February 3, 1920, p. 10. 
'’■'Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 73- 
54Ibid., p. 94.
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. . . This document must be kept under 
lock and key. It must not fall into the 
hands of the enemy.55

Von Reuter also carefully stated the conditions upon
which the ships must be sunk:

A demand for surrender of any ship by the 
English, unless with my express approval, 
is to be regarded as a forcible attempt 
at seizure, and is therefore to be answered 
by the sinking of the ship.
Orders may be given either (a) to sink the 
ship at once, or (b) to sink the ship at a 
certain definite time.
For immediate sinking . . . the following 
signal will be made: "To all C.O.'s and 
the T. B. Leader. Paragraph 11. Acknowl
edge. Chief of the Interned Squadron.
This signal is to be passed on by every 
means possible. The sinking of the ships 
is then to be begun at once.
For sinking the ships at a certain definite 
time . . . the following signal will be 
made: "To all C.O.'s and the T. B. Leader.
Paragraph 0,9,1,3• Acknowledge. Chief of 
the Interned Squadron."
In this signal the first two figures refer 
to the date. . . and the last two figures 
to the hour . . .5°

Von Reuter also stated that he would not scuttle

^ Ibid., pp. 100-103.
^6Ibid. This letter was found on the half-sunk 

Emden after the scuttling. Von Reuter in writing his 
memoirs used a reprint of this order found in The Times 
(London), December 4, 1919, p. 14. The New York Times'" 
also published the order on December 4, 1919,on page 5.
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the ships without the consent of the government. How
ever, the government never gave its consent; but the
admiralty already had, in unqualified terms: " . . .

57surrender to the enemy is out of the question." If 
a choice had to be made between government and Navy, 
there could be little doubt where von Reuter's sympathy 
would lie.

The officers in the fleet wholeheartedly endorsed 
the idea of the scuttling and went along with Reuter 
in thinking that:

For us officers it was unthinkable to 
surrender defenseless ships to the enemy.
As at the beginning of the War, this had 
been emphasized by a decision of the All 
Highest [the Kaiser], this could be taken 
as sufficient support for the action of 
the officers.5°

Certainly a standing order from the Kaiser in 1914

57rprotha to Reuter, May 9, 1919» New York Times, 
December 4, 1919» P* 5»

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 88. It would seem logi
cal for the Kaiser to issue such an order at the begin
ning of the war since surrendering at sea had long been 
against naval custom. Earlier in the war Admiral Graf 
von Spee had refused to surrender at the Battle of Falk
land even though defeat seemed imminent. However, this 
general order of the abdicated Kaiser certainly did 
not apply to Reuter. Yet, it would seem that the Kaiser 
issued an order which forbade the surrender of any Ger
man warship. See, "Sinking of the German Fleet at Scapa 
Flow; Burning of the French Flags," Current History,
X (August, 1919), pp. 225-226; and New York Times,
June 23, 1919, p. 1.
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". . . forbade that any German ship should be allowed 
to fall into the hands of the enemy. . would have 
higher priority with the royalist sailors than an order
to surrender coming from a government which had formerly

59supported the Bolshevik sailors. ^

The officers of the fleet attempted to keep the 
news concerning a possible scuttling to themselves be
cause they were still insure of the complete loyalty 
of the crews and feared that some information might
leak to the British. However, on one of the light cruis-

\

ers and on one of the battleships the crews were able to 
guess what was going on as the officers checked valves 
and compartmental flooding devices. With two ships' 
companies already having learned of the preparations, 
on the morning before the scuttling von Reuter allowed 
the crews to be informed of the possibility of a sink
ing. The reaction was somewhat jubilant and the crews 
all seemed enthusiastic about the idea. For once von 
Reuter had the backing of his entire fleet to a man.^°

'^Ibid., p. 126. See also, New York Times, June 23, 
1919, p. 1-

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, pp. 103-104. See also, 
Commander Hermann Cordes, "Report by the Leader of the 
Torpedo Boats on the Scuttling," Ibid., p. 141; and 
B. F. Gribble, "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current His
tory, XI (October, 1919), P* 167.
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Meanwhile in Paris the peace negotiations were 
rapidly terminating. On May 29, 1919, the Germans of
ficially protested many of the peace terms hut did not 
dispute the naval clauses.^ The worst fears of the 
Navy were realized, and many thought that war was now 
the only alternative to save a Navy for which the govern
ment showed little concern. On June 16th, the Reply of 
the Allied and Associated Powers was delivered to the 
Germans. The harsh document stated:

The Allied and Associated Powers therefore 
require a declaration from the German dele
gation within five days from the date of 
this communication that they are prepared 
to sign the Treaty as it stands today.

That evening the newspaper presses in London were 
busily printing the Allied Ultimatum. The Times (London) 
printed on June 16th and 17th, would not reach Scapa

r -5
Flow until the morning of the 20th and 21st. ’ The news
paper edition of June 16 erroneously stated that the

German Observations on the Conditions of Peace,
May 29, 1919, in U. S. Peace Papers, XIII, pp. 39-44.

62Reply of the Allied and Associated Powers to 
the Observations of the German Delegation on the Con
ditions of Peace, and Ultimatum, June 16, 1919, in Ibid., 
pp. 46-54.

^Memorandum Concerning the Scuttling of the Ger
man Battleships at Scapa from the German Delegation to 
the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great Powers, Novem 
ber 27, 1919, in British Documents, 1st Series, II, p. 4j /.
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64Ultimatum to Germany must be accepted by June 21st.
At that time, if Germany did not accept the Treaty 
hostilities would resume. However, newspapers were not 
informed that at 10:00 P.M. on June 16th, Walter von 
Simpson, the Secretary of the German Delegation, called 
Georges Clemenceau, David Lloyd George and Woodrow Wil
son requesting a two-day extension of the Ultimatum on 
the reasonable grounds that the alloted five days would 
not even be sufficient to make the railway journey to 
Weimar and back to Versailles, much less discuss the 
Ultimatum. The extension was granted and the time lim
itation of the Allies would now expire at 7:00 P.M. on
June 23rd.^ Von Reuter, from his newspaper of June 16,

66which arrived on June 20, had no way of knowing this.
Using his newspapers alone the German admiral would
have to assume that the Armistice would expire on June 21st.
Whether or not the German admiral had other sources of
information is still debatable. Later he maintained
that he believed that Germany would, therefore, resume
the war as soon as.the armistice had terminated. Using

^ The Times (London), June 16, 1919, p. 11. 
^Thompson, The Peace Conference, p. 395.
^Reuter, Scapa Plow, p. 125.
^Memorandum Concerning the Scuttling of the Ger

man Battleships at Scapa from the German Delegation to 
the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great Powers, Novem
ber 27, 1919, in British Documents, 1st Series, II, p. 457.
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this faulty reasoning, Admiral von Reuter ordered the 
scuttling of the ships under his command.

The news of the Ultimatum based on the Treaty 
terms caused the German government to fall. The Scheide- 
mann government refused to sign the Treaty and resigned 
on June 20th. The new government of Social Democrats 
and Centerists was formed under former Secretary of

r o
State Friedrich Bauer on the 22nd. Thus on June 21st, 
the day von Reuter scuttled the fleet, there was no Ger
man government. This alone would seem to testify to 
the fact that it would be nearly impossible to hold the 
German Government responsible for von Reuter's actions, 
at least in the technical sense.

On June 20th, a British artist named Gribble was 
visiting at Scapa at the invitation of his friend, Sir 
Sydney Fremantle, who was in charge of the British fleet 
at Scapa Flow. Gribble was later to write an eyewitness 
account of the scuttling. On the day prior to the epic 
scuttling, Gribble remarked:

I noticed that all the German vessels had
been flying two code flags at the peak.
The upper flag was a white ball on a blue

68Temperley, A History of the Peace Conference 
of Paris, II, p. 151.
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pennant, and the lower was a yellow and 
blue pennant.

i }  *  ♦ . *

. . . They were flown by the Emdenj and 
apparently answered by all the German
vessels.69

According to International Flag Hoist, the signal meant
"Acknowledge paragraph thirteen;" to the Germans it was

70prearranged to mean "scuttle" at noon of June 21st.
Gribble said that the British ships were scheduled to
have torpedo practice at sea on June 20th, but the sea
being rough it was postponed until the next day. So,
if von Reuter had previously planned the scuttling, he
planned well; for there would be nothing in the harbor
but patrol boats to interfere with his activities.
Later von Reuter claimed that the absence of the British
fleet on the day the Armistice was "supposed" to expire,

71was proof to his mind that the war was being continued.

Blazing sunshine and extraordinary calm charac
terized the fateful morning of June 21st. In midmorning 
of this epic day the nervous German Admiral received 
his last newspaper. He must have eagerly read The Times 
of June 17th for news about the Peace Conference. Von

69B. F. Gribble, "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current 
History, XI, pp. 167-169. Of the many newspaper and 
magazine articles written on the scuttling, Gribble's 
does the most justice to the facts. Having the keen 
eye of an artist and a flair for accurate and unbiased 
narration, this article merits attention and praise.

^°The Times (London), December 4, 1919, P- 16.
71Ibid.
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Reuter later maintained that he had read of the Allied 
Powers expressing an ". . . absolute refusal of the Ger- 
man counter-proposals."' Also, according to von Reu
ter's story, the newspaper said nothing of the two-day 
time extension of the armistice, so in reading the news 
the admiral:

. . . pondered over it and assumed that the 
armistice would expire at noon on Saturday 
June 21, as it was natural that an Armistice 
should come to an end at midday to allow for 
the necessary advance of troops to be made 
by daylight.<3

As von Reuter reached this arbitrary decision he neg
lected or pretended not to see an article in the same
edition which in bold print stated: "EXTENSION OF THE

74-ARMISTICE FOR GERMANY —  TWO DAYS MORE." Whatever
may have been in von Reuter's mind, whatever may have
been his motives, whatever uncertainties assailed him,
on the morning of June 21st the order for "Ships to be
sunk at once" was flown from the signal hoist of the 

75Emden.

On the same sunny morning of the 21st, after

^2Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 125- 
^ Ibid. , p. 105.
^ The Times (London), June 17, 1919, p. 14. 

According to The Times index this article appeared in 
all editions.

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 106.
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the British had put to sea, Gribble was on the British 
patrol boat Sochosin, which was doing routine guard 
duty about the harbor under the command of Sub-Lieutenant 
Leeth. While Gribble was sketching the German ships, 
at 11:45 he noticed the seamen on the Friedrich der Grosse 
throwing baggage into boats alongside. Gribble turned 
and asked Leeth:

"Do you allow them to go for joy rows?" He 
replied, "No, but by Jove, it looks as if 
they were." After a few seconds thought,
Leeth said, "My word, I have got it. I be
lieve they are scuttling their ships and 
are abandoning them."76

They noticed that the Frankfurt was also scuttling, and
made for it because it was nearer. The lieutenant
ordered his men to arm themselves. The Germans were
in a life boat having no oars; and one of the British
sailors, after making some derogatory remarks, ordered
them back to their ship and threw them a few oars. The
German officer on the boat refused to return, saying
the ship was sinking. Leeth then ordered his men to
fire and several of the Germans were hit, but they did
not return to the ship. After some delay the wounded
Germans were taken aboard the patrol boat, and the life

77boat was taken in tow.

'Gribble, "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current 
History, XI, p. 167.

77Ibid.

76
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The British fleet being at sea, wireless signals 
were sent for its immediate return. However, it would 
require two hours before the fastest British ships could 
arrive at the scene. Meanwhile, the British boats on 
duty frantically sounded their whistles to notify the 
other guard boats of the emergency. The German crews 
were aimlessly drifting about in their life boats or 
being taken aboard British craft. Other German boats 
were rowed a short distance to watch the epic scene.
The Friedrich der Grosse listed and sank amid swirling 
whirlpools and haughty German cheers of "Hoch, Hoch,
H o c h . The Seydlitz turned over, Hindenburg was flood
ing fast, the König Albrecht went down, then the Moltke, 
the Köln, the Kaiser, the Prinaregent Luitpold; and on 
and on through the afternoon ship after ship of the 
High Seas Fleet met its end.

By 2:30 P.M., Fremantle's fleet was back and 
began attempting to tow some of the flooded German 
ships into shallow water before they sank. One third 
of the German destroyers were saved by British boarding 
parties. Confusion was everywhere. Some Germans jumped 
from their ships and swam ashore only to be quickly 
rounded up by British soldiers. A British midshipman

^New York Times, June 24, 1919, P* 3-
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with, a rifle forced the crew of a German destroyer to
close the sea cocks.^ The captain of the Markgraf was
fired upon and killed as he began to abandon his ship

8oagainst British orders.

While the scuttling was taking place Admiral von 
Reuter left the Emden aboard his British launch and 
headed for shore to request the base commander to order 
the British sailors to stop firing upon Germans. Von 
Reuter sailed for shore making his way past the British 
patrol boats, the sinking German ships, amid the shouts 
of confused sailors. Reaching shore, an automobile 
approached. Reuter beached the launch and a man in 
tennis clothing approached the German admiral. Identi
fying himself as the base commander, he showed indig
nation about the whole affair and refused to give the 
cease fire order which von Reuter requested. The base 
commander ordered von Reuter back to his flagship. See- 
ing how futile it was to continue the discussion, von 
Reuter ordered the launch back to sea. While proceeding 
back to the area in which the German vessels were anchored, 
von Reuter's launch ran aground in shallow water out of 
sight of the sinking German vessels. For a full hour 
von Reuter and the launch crew struggled to set the boat

^Ibid., June 26, 1919, p- 1*
80Reuter, Scapa Flow, pp. 109-110.
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free. With an island blocking his view of the German 
fleet, all von Reuter could see were the masts of the 
Emden where his command pennant was still flying. Von 
Reuter naturally wondered why the flagship did not sink. 
How ironic it was that the officer in charge of the

81German fleet saw so little of the actual scuttling.

While von Reuter was still struggling to free 
his launch from the shoals, his flagship Emden was the 
center of some confusion between the British attempts 
to tow it and the German crews abandoning it. The pa
trol boat Sochosin seeking to tow the Emden had collided 
with it. Finally men were put aboard the Emden and it 
was towed aground. Artist Gribble now aboard the flag
ship, managed to look into the Emden*s fore cabin and 
reported:

It was gayly decorated with flags and bunting, 
and there was a distinct odor of tobacco and 
spirits. Evidently the Germans had indulged 
in an orgy the night before. It appears that 
the whole thing was carefully arranged and
timed to a minute.82

Chaos prevailed everywhere. Conflicting reports 
of the incident ranged from the ridiculous to the sub-

^Ibid. See also, The Times (London), June 24, 
1919, p. 14.

82Gribble, "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current 
History, XI, p. 168.
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lime. It was rumored that German officers had shot their 
own men.^ Other rumors implied that the Germans were 
well armed and told of heroic feats of British courage. 
Some claimed that the German ships were flying the red 
Bolshevik pennant. To set the record straight, the Ger
mans did not shoot their own men, no German officers
had pistols, the British were efficient, and the German

84ships were flying the Imperial Ensign.

The scene at Scapa Plow in the radiant summer 
sun was one of sublime disorder. Reuter had finally 
freed his launch and began rescuing German sailors at

^ New York Times, June 24, 1919, p. 1.
®^The Germans had all been disarmed at the inspec

tion before coming to Scapa Plow. During the actual in
ternment von Reuter regretted that the officers had been 
deprived of small arms, and therefore, unable to enforce 
discipline on their mutinous vessels. Although frequent 
allegations were made stating that German officers shot 
their own seamen in carrying out the orders to scuttle, 
no eyewitnesses actually reinforce these allegations.
As far as flags were concerned, the German vessels were 
flying only the admiral's command pennant and signal 
flags prior to the scuttling. During the scuttling sev
eral ships hoisted the Imperial Ensign but there are 
no accurate eyewitness accounts which state that ‘the 
Germans were flying red pennants. For sources see, The 
Times (London), June 23, 1919, p. 15; Reuter, Scapa Plow, 
p .  68; Gribble, 'Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current History, 
XI, pp. 167-169; and "Sinking of the German Fleet at 
Scapa Plow; Burning of the French Flags," Ibid., X (August, 
1919), p. 226.
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the same time that Admiral Fremantle's ships returned.
Meanwhile the German torpedo boats gained the center
of attention momentarily when British destroyers swooped
down upon them and the commander of a British destroyer
shouted, "Back to your ships at once —  stop the sinking

85or you'll go to Hell!" The British picked up a few 
Germans, took off their life jackets and forced them 
back aboard the doomed torpedo boats. Sporadic gunshots 
were heard all over the harbor. Twenty-two of the Ger
man vessels were boarded and thereby saved from destruc-

. .  86txon.

Out of all chaos must come order. Admiral Fre
mantle put a stop to the shooting at approximately 4:00 
P.M. and had German sailors brought aboard British war
ships. Some 400 were placed on the British flagship 
Revenge, and the remaining 1,600 were quartered aboard

o7
other British vessels. Six German dead and ten wounded

88were put aboard the H.M.S. Ramillies. As for the

85Commander Hermann Cordes, "Report by the Leader 
of the Torpedo Boats on the Scuttling," Reuter, Scapa 
Flow, p. 142.

86- 

run" 
87 ,

’ibid., pp. 141-144. See also, The Times (Lon
don), June 23, 1919, p. 15.

Gribble, "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current 
History, XI, p. 168.

^New York Times, June 24, 1919, p. 3*
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mighty High Seas Fleet, fifty-two of the seventy-four
vessels at Scapa Flow were resting on the bottom of

89the sea. The German shark was reduced to a herring. 
Fifteen dreadnaughts, five light cruisers and thirty 
destroyers were successfully scuttled.

TABLE 3
STATISTICS ON THE SCUTTLING3-

Types Vessels sunk
Vessels not 
scuttled and 

beached vessels
Battleships
and Battle 
Cruisers

15 1

Light
Cruisers 5 3

Destroyers 32 18

Total 52 22

aPotter, Sea Power; A Naval History, 
pp. 477-478. See also, Reuter, Scapa Flow, 
pp. 149-150.

Admiral von Reuter surveyed the imposing scene 
as he guided his launch to the Revenge: ships sunk with 
only their masts protruding from the murky waters; other 
vessels aground; a few still floating; and the sun going

89Temperley, A History of the Peace Conference 
at Paris, II, p. 153*

90Ibid.
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down not only on the harbor but also setting upon Ger
man sea power. As he made his way to the British flag
ship, Reuter had to avoid dozens of smaller British ves
sels congregating around the Revenge to await further 
orders. A ladder was lowered and von Reuter came aboard
the flagship and was met by three imposing British

91marines with fixed bayonets. Fremantle approached
von Reuter and harshly told the German admiral of his

92disgust at this dishonorable deed. Von Reuter main
tained that he had scuttled the fleet on a general or
der from the Kaiser issued during the war stating that

9 ̂"disabled ships should be sunk." J On June 21st von
Reuter said the armistice had ended and a state of war
existed; therefore, he claimed that he had scuttled the

94fleet in order to prevent its capture by the enemy. 
Fremantle explained to von Reuter that no state of war 
existed, and the scuttling must be considered a criminal 
act. Admiral von Reuter did not mention von Trotha's
letter, and freely admitted that he was solely respon-

95sible for the scuttling.

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, pp. 111-113-
^2Gribble, "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current 

History, XI, pp. 168-169.
^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 115.
^ New York Times, June 25, 1919, P- 1- 
95 "Sinking of the German Fleet at Scapa Flow; 

Burning of the French Flags," Current History, X, p. 225-
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The next day Admiral Fremantle lined up the Ger
mans aboard the Revenge on the quarterdeck. British 
marines with fixed bayonets formed a military escort 
and von Reuter was ordered to stand in front of his men. 
There was still a noticable lack of discipline among
the German sailors. They did not stand at attention

96or salute until ordered to do so. Admiral Fremantle 
appeared and read the following message to the entire 
ship's company and the Germans:

Before I send you ashore as prisoners 
of war, I would like to express to you my in
dignation at the deed which you have perpe
trated and which was that of a traitor vio
lating the action of the arrangements entered 
into by the Allies. The German Fleet was, 
in a sense, more interned than actually im
prisoned. The vessels were resting here as 
a sort of good-will from the German Govern
ment until peace had been signed. It is not 
the first occasion on which the Germans have 
violated all the decent laws and rules of the 
seas. We have had on many occasions to re
gret the fact of having to fight a nation 
which takes no notice of civilized laws on
the high seas.97

Fremantle read this scathing attack in his native tongue, 
directing his words personally to English-speaking von 
Reuter. The German admiral answered his British adver
sary in a crisp, deliberate tone:

9^Gribble, "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current 
History, XI, p. 169.

97Ibid.
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I take the entire responsibility for what 
has been done. It was done at my insti
gation, and I feel that I was perfectly 
justified in doing it, and I feel sure 
that in similar circumstances every Eng
lish sailor would have done the s a m e . 9 o

Von Reuter wanted to become a martyr. He re
alized that in the end he might be the only one to 
accept the responsibility for the act. The German 
government was not responsible; and while von Trotha 
was his superior, von Reuter knew that the Admiralty 
did not have the authority to scuttle the fleet. In 
truth, it was the will of the German naval officer 
corps that sank the fleet; von Reuter was merely a 
victim of circumstance who was honor bound to accept 
the responsibility for the act. However, von Reuter's 
story that he believed that hostilities had resumed 
is widely accepted, though it is contrary to logic and 
the true circumstances.

98Ibid.



CHAPTER IV

REPARATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITY

No historical work has ever definitely fixed the 
responsibility for the scuttling at Scapa Plow. It would 
be a simple matter to say that the entire affair was ac
complished by von Reuter, but the responsibility for 
the scuttling is too complex an episode to place only 
upon the shoulders of one relatively insignificant Ger
man admiral. Von Reuter himself admitted full respon
sibility for the scuttling but others did not accept 
his word at face value.

Those least inclined to accept von Reuter's word 
were the Allied Powers sitting in Paris; they had already 
determined the fate of the German fleet when the scut
tling upset their plans. The British had intended to 
seize the German ships on June 23, 1919, when the armis-

itice was supposed to expire. If the Germans accepted 
the odious peace terms the Allies would have a legal 
basis on which to take over the ships; and if the Ger
mans refused to accept the peace terms, a state of war

iCommander Hermann Cordes, "Report by the Leader 
of the Torpedo Boats on the Scuttling," Admiral von Reu
ter, Scapa Flow; The Account of the Greatest Scuttling 
of All Time, Trans. I.M.N. Mudie (London: Hurst and 
Blackett Ltd., 1940), p. 140. Henceforth cited as Reu
ter, Scapa Plow.
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would exist and the ships would still he seized. In 
either case the Allies would have taken command of the 
German ships. Now with the scuttling, this naval 
seizure did not materialize.

During a meeting at President Wilson's residence
in Paris on June 21, 1919, a message was brought into
a conference room where the representatives of the
Allied Powers were meeting. This message from the
British Admiralty arrived at 3:45 P.M. and stated that
a number of German ships had been deliberately sunk by

pthe maintenance crews at Scapa Plow. With a minimum 
of discussion the delegates ordered a letter to be 
drafted and sent to the German Delegation informing 
them that the sinking was a technical breach of the 
armistice for which the German government would be held 
responsible.J

The following day, June 22, other considerations 
prevented a discussion of the scuttling; but on June 23 
a general discussion of the incident took place when a

pNotes of a Meeting at President Wilson's House 
in the Place des Etats Unis, Paris, June 21, 1919, in 
U. 3. Department of State, Papers Relating to the For
eign Relations of the United States: Paris Peace Con
ference, 1919 (Washington; Government Printing Office,
1945), VI, p. 588. Henceforth cited as U. S. Peace 
Papers.

^Ibid., p. 606.
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letter was received at 9:00 A.M. from the German Dele
gation requesting a further extension of the Armistice.
The Allied Powers refused this extension on the grounds
that the Germans had shown bad faith by scuttling their 

4vessels. In the discussion which followed, Lloyd George, 
the British Prime Minister, correctly explained that 
the German government was currently so disorganized that 
he believed that the sinking was probably done by indi
viduals acting upon their own initiative rather than

5upon orders by the German government. President Wilson,
' evidently misinformed about the scuttling, said he be
lieved that von Reuter was reported to have said that 
he was ordered to sink the ships upon termination of

g
the armistice. Taking a legalistic view of the scut
tling, British Foreign Secretary Arthur Balfour found 
that the scuttling could not be considered a breach 
against the armistice which said nothing about such an 
event, but rather that the scuttling was against mili- * Ill

4Notes of a Meeting at Mr. Lloyd George's Resi
dence, 23 Rue Nilot, Paris, June 23, 1919, in Ibid., 
p. 613. See also, Deutche Note, 22.6.19, in Johannes 
Hohlfeld (ed.), Die Weimarer Republic 1919-1933, Voi.
Ill of Dokuments der Deutchen Politik und Geschichte 
von 184Ö bis zur Gegenwort (Berlin: Wendler und Co., 
1955), pp. 32-34.

5Notes of a Meeting at Mr. Lloyd George's Resi
dence, 23 Rue Nilot, Paris, June 23, 1919, in U. S. 
Peace Papers, p. 614.

6Ibid.
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tary law for it was the " . . .  deliberate act of Reuter
who was under the impression that the armistice expired

7by noon on Saturday, June 21st." After some discussion 
about the events of the scuttling and a commentary on 
the incident by the British naval advisor, Premier George 
Clemenceau rose from his chair and charged not the Ger
mans but rather the British with the prime responsibility 
for the affair, claiming that the British 'should have

g
removed the German crews from the interned vessels.
The British protested this allegation and Clemenceau
then called M. Fromageot, a French international lawyer,
into the room. M. Fromageot was asked if the British
had the right to remove the German crews. Fromageot
stated that according to the text of the Armistice:

Ils [the German ships] y demeureront sous 
la surveillance des Allies et des Etats- 
Unis, des détachements de gardes étant 
seuls laisses a bord.

In this case, said Fromegeot, the word demeureront meant 
"nothing was to be changed" and therefore the British

7Ibid.
8Ibid.
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Qdid not have the right to remove the crews.

Another international lawyer, Cecil Hurst, the 
British legal advisor, came forward after Fromageot had 
finished and declared that according to international 
custom Germany could be punished for the scuttling be
cause a government was responsible for the action of

10its military officers. Balfour agreed that Germany 
should pay but thought it would be impossible to wring 
any more money out of the defeated nation, for repara
tions had already created more debts for Germany than 
she could possibly pay. Recognizing this situation 
Admiral George Hope, the British naval advisor, sug
gested that the remaining ships left to Germany under 
the Treaty be confiscated. Balfour and the others
seemed to favor this idea and asked Admiral Hope to

11submit a further report later in the day.

Throughout the conference it seemed evident that

^Ibid., pp. 618-619- See also, Notes of a 
Meeting at President Wilson's House in the Place des 
Etats-Unis, Paris, June 24, 1919; Ibid., p. 654. In 
English the sentence would be translated as: They 
shall remain there under the surveillance of the Allies 
and the United States, only care and maintenance parties 
being left aboard. (My translation.)

10Notes of a Meeting at Mr. Lloyd George's Resi
dence, 23 Rue Nilot, Paris, June 23, 1919, Ibid., pp. 
619 - 6 2 0 .

11Ibid., p. 620.
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the-British felt themselves responsible to some degree 
for the scuttling. Lloyd George asked the other govern
ments' opinion on what they would have done if the Ger
man ships had been interned in their harbors. Wilson 
commented that in instances where the United States had 
interned German merchant vessels, American guards had 
naturally boarded the ships. The comment by Wilson
somewhat strained Anglo-American relations, at least 

1 2for the day.

Towards the late afternoon on June 23rd, the 
Allied naval advisors submitted a report on ships left 
in Germany's possession stating that ". . . with the 
exception of the 5 modern light cruisers, 14 of the 
latest of the destroyers, and 8 torpedo boats, the 
ships . . . are of small military value." Other repara
tions would have to be found if the ships were inade-

1 3quate and money payments were impossible.

While this discussion was taking place, a note 
was brought into the conference room saying that the 
German Delegation had accepted the terms of peace. The * 1

12Ibid., p. 23.
¡yifr , t ‘ -• *

1-̂ Report of the Meeting of the Admirals at the 
Ministry Marine, Paris, Ibid., p. 664.
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injustice of the acceptance was evident; the Allies had
forced the Germans to accept the naval terms even though
they had not yet completely determined what these terms
would be. In fact, the Allies now had a blank check

14to deal with the German Navy as they saw fit.

As the discussion continued the next day, June 24, 
Glemenceau went into a rage over Scapa Plow. Without 
proof he accused the German government of deliberately 
sabotaging the armistice and demanded heavy reparations. 
Wilson attempted with little success to calm the violent 
Frenchman. Clemenceau then accused the British of re
sponsibility for the scuttling by saying that the Ger
man crews should have been removed. Irritated by these 
suggestions Lloyd George blamed the French and the Ameri
cans for the scuttling because interning the ships was 
their idea; the British, he stated, wanted an outright 
surrender of the German ships. Attempting to prevent 
a split among the Allies and to end the issue, Wilson 
suggested that the remaining ships at Scapa Flow be di
vided and no further demands be made. This moderate 
suggestion was immediately shelved and ignored by the

^Notes of a Meeting at President Wilson's House 
in the Place des Etats Unis, Paris, Ibid., p. 644.
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1 5more extreme French and British diplomats.

As the discussions continued it became more and 
more evident that the British bore some responsibility 
for the scuttling. While Lloyd George claimed that the 
British could not have put British sailors on the Ger
man ships because such an act would have disregarded 
the armistice terms, he ignored the fact that the Brit
ish showed a complete disregard for the same terms in 
selecting a "neutral" port for the interned fleet, in 

x ordering the German flag to be lowered, in forbidding 
the use of wireless communications, and in censoring 
the German mail.

In many ways the British made the scuttling pos
sible: by sending the guard fleet at Scapa Flow to sea;
by allowing von Reuter to return from Germany; by assist
ing the German admiral in sending home Bolshevist sailors; 
by installing an inter-ship postal service; and by lax 
censorship. The British were fully aware of their bung
ling at Scapa Flow, and for that reason Lloyd George 
stated "... that England renounced all claims to vessels 
which would have fallen her share but for the Scapa Flow

15June 24, 1919, Ibid., pp. 649-653
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1 f)incident." Most certainly the British did not will
ingly assist von Reuter, hut their policy at Scapa Plow 
did little to forestall the deed.

The assistance given to von Reuter at Scapa Flow
was incredible to the British public. When First Lord
of the Admiralty Walter Long was questioned on the
scuttling in the Commons and mentioned that von Reuter
had been given the use of a British launch, he was
laughed out of Parliament. The British Admiralty even
became evasive about the entire affair and refused to
investigate the scuttling on the flimsy grounds that a
naval investigation could take place only when there
had been evidence of a crime committed by a British
officer. It was evident, said Long, that no British
officer had shown any neglect of duty. As a result of
this attempt to conceal a bungled assignment the world

17was deprived of any official report on the affair.

Discussions centering around Scapa Flow were

16Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations 
of the Five Great Powers at M. Pinchon's Room at the 
Quai d' Orsay, Paris, July 30, 1919, Great Britain,
British Foreign Office, Documents on British Foreign 
Policy, 1919—1939• Ed. E. L. Woodward and Rohan butler 
(London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1947), 1st 
Series, I, p. 251. Henceforth cited as British Documents.

1̂ The Times (London), June 25, 1919, P* 15.
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still continuing when Germany signed the Peace Treaty
1 fton June 28, 1919. Since the Allies had not as yet 

determined the final reparations for the scuttling, 
Germany was forced to agree that she would pay the 
reparations due when the Allies finally made their de
cision. But the Allies were not quick to make this 
decision; other events and issues had pushed discussions 
on naval reparations to the side lines. It was not un
til November 2, 1919, that a decision was reached. Ger
many was ordered:

To hand over as reparation for the destruc
tion of the German fleet at Scapa Plow:

Within sixty days . . . five . . . 
light cruisers.
Within ninety days . . . such a 
number of floating docks, floating 
cranes, tugs, and dredges equivalent 
to a total displacement of 400,000 
tons.19

This plan was drawn up and submitted by the Allied 
naval advisors with little regard for the disastrous 
effects it would have on the German economy. Germany,

S. Peace Papers, XIII, p. 6.
1Q̂Treaty of Versailles, Annotations to the Text, 

Note to V, 185, in Ibid., pp. 344-345. See also. Con
clusions Arrived at by the British, French, Italian and 
Japanese Naval Advisors to the Peace Delegation on the 
Subject of Reparation for the Sinking of German Warships 
at Scapa at a Meeting held at the Ministry of Marine, 
Paris, October 29, 1919, in British Documents, II, pp. 
126-127.
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stripped of her Navy and merchant marine, was not to
be deprived of the materials needed to reconstruct her
maritime economy. Over sixty per cent of her port
equipment was to be seized as well as the five best

20ships of her ridiculously small Navy.
TABLE 4

REPARATIONS FOR THE SCUTTLING AT SCAPA

Types
Partial Reparations 
for the Scuttling 

in Warships
Ships left to 
the Germans

Battleships 
and Battle 
Cruisers

6

Light
Cruisers 5 1

Destroyers 12

Torpedo
Boats 12

Total 5 31

aE. B. Potter (ed.), Sea Power: A Naval History 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, I960), pp. 477-470• 
See also, Report of the Meeting of the Admirals at the 
Ministry Marine, Paris, June 23, 1919, in b. S. Peace 
Papers, VI, p. 644.

The injustice of these reparations was evident 
to the Germans and even to some of the Allied Repre
sentatives. Although there had been 400,000 tons of * II,

20Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the 
Five Great Powers at M. Pinchón*s Room at the Quai d' 
Orsay, Paris, December 17, 1919, in British Documents,
II, pp. 551-552.
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shipping at Scapa Flow less than 300,000 tons had been 
slink; yet the Allies demanded the same amount as if the 
entire fleet was sunk. Moreover, as the American naval 
advisor, Admiral Newton McCully, pointed out in a dis
senting report, of the ships which had been sunk many 
had been salvaged and sold as scrap metal. The profit 
made in these salvage operations had not been returned 
to Germany but had been applied to the general repara
tion fund. Also, 34,642 marks which had been uncovered 
in pursers'office, aboard the German ships was the 
personal money of German sailors. This money had been 
seized and not returned. Even beyond this, shortly after 
the scuttling a German supply ship had arrived at Scapa 
Flow and had been seized for no apparent reason. Finan
cially speaking, the scuttling had proved extremelyI21profitable for the Allies.

Naturally this injustice was protested. The 
German government took the official attitude that it 
had faithfully carried out the armistice. The Germans 
argued that " . . .  the scuttling of the ships had been 
executed by Admiral von Reuter and his subordinates 1

21N. A. McCully, Minority Report, October 30,
1 gig, in Ibid., p. 28. See also, Meeting of the Heads 
of Delegations of the Five Great Powers at M. Pinchon's 
Room at the Quai d' Orsay, December 22, 1919, Ibid., 
pp. 583-584.
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unknown to all German civilian and military authorities. 
The German government attempted to exonerate von Reuter 
from blame by shifting the blame to the Allies, saying 
that they had first broken the armistice terms con
cerning the fleet:

According to the inquiries made on the Ger
man side, they did not even try to intern 
the said ships in neutral ports which were 
qualified to be chosen, in particular in 
Dutch or Scandinavian ports.23

Furthermore, the German government alleged that the real
reason for the scuttling was:

. . . according to the declarations [of 
Reuter] the supposition made by the ad
miral was caused by the news published 
by the English papers, to which he had 
recourse for his information.
. . .  It is ascertained that the treatment 
inflicted upon the admiral by the British 
authorities and particularly, the inter
ruption of the communications between him 
and the Fatherland (as circumstances which 
ought to be considered as the real cause 
of the scuttling) were contrary to the 
stipulation of the Armistice Convention.-4

But the Allied Powers were more interested in 
reparations than justice. The Allies stated that:

ppMemorandum Concerning the Scuttling of the Ger
man Battleships at Scapa from the German Delegation to 
the Heads of the Five Great Powers, November 27, 1919, 
in Ibid., p. 456.

23Ibid.
2^Ibid., p. 457.
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"Whatsoever the personal responsibility of Admiral von
Reuter and his subordinates it constitutes a violation

25of the Armistice."

The German government seemingly accepted von 
Reuter’s version of the scuttling because it benefited 
them to do so; for if Reuter admitted the sole respon
sibility for the scuttling, the German government could 
claim innocence. Better still, the German government 
used von Reuter’s argument that the British interference 

x with German communications was the real cause of the
tfscuttling.

Actually von Reuter's entire story was difficult 
to believe, and it was largely formulated while he was 
being held a war prisoner. After the scuttling von 
Reuter and his crews had been placed in prisoner-of-war 
camps in Scotland. Because of his actions and his ad
mitted guilt, von Reuter was to be tried as a war crim
inal. By writing letters to the German government and 
Admiralty, von Reuter enabled his story to become a 
widely accepted one; few refused to believe that he 
could have been lying when he stated that the sinking

“̂ Note to Baron von Lersner from the Heads of 
Delegations to the Five Great Powers, December 2, 1919, 
Ibid., p. 474.
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had teen ordered because of his belief that the war was 
to be renewed/^’

However, von Reuter would have scuttled the ships
even if he had not believed a state of war existed. In
his memoirs he explicitly states that "There could be
no question of the English taking possession of the ships

27purely on the grounds of the Peace Treaty being signed." 
Moreover, Reuter states that "I would not have admitted 
the right of the English Government to seize the ships 
at the conclusion of the preliminary acceptance of 
Peace . . . ." The only conditions upon which von 
Reuter said he would have surrendered the ships was ". . . 
after the Peace had been officially ratified . . ."by
the Reichstag and " . . .  the German Government had pre-

28viously furnished me with orders. . . . "

If von Reuter actually had not scuttled the ships 
on June 21st, he would have done so on June 23rd, the 
date the Allies had intended to seize the ships promised 
them by the peace conference. Since the peace treaty 
would not have been ratified by the Reichstag by June 23, 26 27 28

26Reuter, Scapa Flow, pp. 124-132.

27Ibid., p. 93.
28Ibid., p. 98.
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even though the German government had accepted the 
terms, von Reuter, by his own declarations, had issued 
an order stating that "A demand for surrender . . .  is 
to be regarded as a forcible attempt at seizure, and

29is therefore to be answered by the sinking of the ships."

Von Reuter's story that he believed that the war 
had resumed on June 21st is impossible to accept. War 
would have recommenced if Germany had refused to sign 
the Treaty. Von Reuter had no evidence of this but was 
using this possibility as an excuse to scuttle the ships. 
Not only did von Reuter have the newspaper which clearly 
announced that the armistice had been extended, but he 
also realized that " . . .  it was inadmissible that the 
German government would allow a resumption of hostili
ties, all signs pointed too openly against it."-̂ 0 He 
knew, however, that on the conclusion of the armistice 
the ships must be surrendered. Also, if hostilities 
had resumed on June 21st, the first move of the British 
Navy would have been to seize the ships at Scapa Flow 
and not sail away for torpedo practice while leaving

2^Reuter to the Commanding Officers of the Intern
ment Unit, June 17, 1919, Ibid., p. 101.

^°Ibid., p. 45. See also, The Times (London),
June 17, 1919, p. 14.
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the German fleet -unguarded. Von Reuter claimed that 
he took the withdrawal of the British ships from Scapa 
as a sign of war. This is ridiculous. If the German 
fleet was in Scapa Flow during a time of war, what would 
the British Navy be doing in the North Sea? The Brit
ish did not keep it a secret that torpedo practice was 
to take place on June 20th.j2 On the 20th and not on 
the 21st, von Reuter gave the signal to scuttle the 
f l e e t Thus even before the Ultimatum deadline, the 
German admiral had given the decisive order. And, co
incidentally, it was given on the same day as the Brit
ish fleet was scheduled to leave the harbor. It is 
very possible that the Germans knew of the British 
training cruise scheduled for June 20th.

Throughout the summer and fall of 1919, von Reuter
sat in prison awaiting trial while persistently clinging
to his version of the scuttling. During this time Reuter
made no mention of von Trotha’s letter nor did he greatly
elaborate his story of the scuttling. Evidently he was
attempting to hide the truth and even admitted that "I 
--- ---------------- — ---------------------------- --■

-^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 106.
32b. f . Gribble, "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current 

History, XI (October, 1919), p. 167-
J3i~bid., p. 168.
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gave no more information on my motives . . . As the
situation developed during the summer of 1919, it seemed 
more likely that there might not be a trial. Von Reuter 
believed that:

A court martial deciding impartially would 
have exposed England's guilt in isolating 
the Interned Squadron from home authorities 
and not informing it of the extension of 
the period of the Armistice.35

However, in July of 1919, the British had opened 
the safe of the half-sunk Emden and discovered von 

\ Trotha's incriminating note to von R e u t e r . H e r e  was 
proof that von Reuter was hiding the truth when he em
phatically stated that "I heard nothing from the Ad
miralty."^^ Yet a mystery surrounds the discovery of 
the letters aboard the Emden for the British did not 
inform their allies of this discovery until December, 
1919.^ During the six month period when the letters 
were hidden from the ’world, Clemenceau had frequently 
stated that he had heard that the British were conceal-

■^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 122.
~^Ibid., p. 129*
-^New York Times, December 4, 1919, p. 5.
^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 97.
-^Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations 

of the Five Great Powers at M. Pinchon's Room at the 
Quai d'Orsay, Paris, December 5, 1919, in British Doc
uments , II, p. 486.
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ing information of the Scapa Flow affair. Lloyd 
George denied this allegation —  possibly the Prime
Minister did not even know of the Admiralty's discovery. 
The only possible reason to assume that the letters 
found aboard the Emden were withheld from the Allies 
would be that the documents proved that the British had 
allowed uncensored communication between the German ships. 
These uncensored communications allowed von Reuter to 
give the order to scuttle the fleet.

It was only after the German note denying that
the Berlin government had any responsibility for the
affair and after further French pressure was applied,
that the British presented these documents to the Allied
Powers on December 3, 1919- They were published by the

41newspapers on December 4th.
to'their

The Allies, because of Trotha's letter, thought 
they could prove that von Reuter had contact with the 
German government while he was at Scapa Flow, and could 39

39

40

39Ibid. See also, July 28, 1919, Ibid., I, p. 228.
^°Ibid. Until December 2, 1919, the Allies ex

pressed a belief that von Reuter was solely responsible 
but that the German government must still make repara
tions. When the Emden documents were revealed on Decem
ber 3, 1919, the Allies claimed the entire German govern
ment was responsible for the scuttling.

Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations 
of the Five Great Powers at M. Pinchon's Room at the 
Quai d'Orsay, Paris, December 5, 1919, Ibid., II, p. 486.



show . . in an incontrovertible manner that the Ger-
42man Government gave instructions to sink the Fleet." 

Actually all it proved was that von Trotha gave the 
order to scuttle the fleet. They ignored the hypothesis 
that von Trotha was acting upon his own initiative.
The Germans could argue and protest the new Allied posi
tion; but in any debate of this nature, the side with 
the greatest military might had to win. Germany was 
still forced to make reparations for Scapa Flow.

With the von Trotha letter staring it in the 
face, the German government changed its tactics and 
attempted to employ public opinion to reduce naval 
reparations. Part of this new pattern was evolved by 
von Reuter. As senior prisoner of war in England von 
Reuter ordered all German prisoners to write letters 
to their representatives in the Reichstag to demand 
that the German government work for the prisoners' im- 
mediate release. J This campaign secured the release 
in October, 1919, of all but the 1,800 sailors who were 
involved in the Scapa Flow incident.44 The Allies were 
determined that the sailors involved in the sinking

~^— 42Ibid>

^Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 131.
44Ibid., p. 144-

*
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would not be freed until the naval reparations were
paid.^ By attempting to demonstrate the inhumanity
of holding men for ransom, the German government tried
to put the Allied Powers in an unfavorable light while
the Germans were pleading that the naval reparations

46for the scuttling were too severe. The German argu
ment was well timed, for much of the war hysteria among 
the Allies, began to abate; and some statesmen started 
to think in terms of reason rather than revenge. The 
reparations that Germany was forced to pay were crush-

v.,..

ing and the German government attempted to evade the
penalties due for the scuttling at about the same time
the United States Senate refused its consent to ratify
the Peace Treaty. The Allied representatives in Paris
feared that force would have to be used in collecting
the reparations for Scapa Plow, and world opinion would
be opposed to a renewal of hostilities. The world
powers thought that these events were lowering the
prestige of the Peace Treaty and those who had drafted
it. Reparations had to be collected as peaceably as 
——-- ---------------------------------------------

45To Baron von Lersner from the Heads of Dele
gations of the Five Great Powers, December 2, 1919,
British Documents, II, p. 494.

£  c, |

^Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations 
of the Five Great Powers at M. Pinchon's Room at the 
Quai d'Orsay, Paris, December 17, 1919, Ibid., pp. 551-552.
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possible to preserve their prestige. ^

This policy had some fruitful results, for on 
December 22, 1919, the Allies admitted an "error" in 
the demanded payments and reduced the naval reparations 
from 400,000 to 300,000 tons of marine equipment and 
announced that " . . .  the destruction of the vessels

/ O
[at Scapa] would not be considered a crime." They 
therefore reduced the reparations for Scapa Flow and 
made concessions to the Germans concerning the war 
criminal clauses of the Treaty in return for the prompt 
payment of the Scapa Flow reparations. If Germany be
gan paying her debts it was agreed that only a dozen 
or so men who had committed crimes against "humanity"
would be punished as examples rather than the hundreds

49of "war criminals" demanded by the Allies. " Von Reuter 
had obviously not committed a crime against humanity 
by the suicide of the German fleet. The admiral was 
also an embarrassment to the British, for a trial would

47H. W. V. Temperley, A History of the Peace 
Conference of Paris (London: Institute of International 
Affairs, 1920), ÍI, pp. 350-351.

^Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations 
of the Five Great Powers at M. Pinchón's Room at the 
Quai d' Orsay, Paris, December 22, 1919, British Docu
ments, II, p. 585.

^Letter from the British General Staff to the 
British Cabinet, February 5, 1920, Ibid., IX, p. 45.
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publicly reopen the charges of British blundering at 
Scapa Flow. Besides, if the Allies accused the German 
government of ordering the scuttling, von Reuter would 
merely be an officer carrying out orders. This would 
also be embarrassing since von Reuter claimed that he 
was solely responsible for the scuttling.

The Germans were not satisfied with this reduc
tion because they believed the reparations asked for 
would be too damaging to the German economy. The Allies 
could have used force to make Germany pay, but this 
would have alienated public opinion which was opposed 
to a resumption of hostilities. Through German shrewd
ness the demands were then reduced to 275»000 tons of 
marine equipment and 5 cruisers. On January 7, 1920, 
the German government accepted the terms and arrange-

50ments were made for the release of Reuter and his men.'

On January 31, 1920, seven months after the sink
ing, the German sailors arrived at Wilhelmshaven aboard 
German transports. A band was playing on the dock and 
the waterfront was lined with their friends and families.

50Note from the Supreme Council to the German 
Delegation, Ibid., II, p. 697. See also, Notes from 
a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great 
Powers at M. Pinchón1s Room at the Quai d1 Orsay, Paris, 
December 31, 1919, Ibid., p. 645-
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On a platform stood the Chief of the Admiralty von
"51Trotha to extend officially the welcome of the Navy.^

The scene was tumultuous and to von Reuter it 
was a triumph after the many months of prison, espec
ially after having steadfastly maintained that he alone 
was responsible for the sinking even though he was faced 
with imprisonment. He had misrepresented the true 
events of the scuttling not because he was a dishonor
able man but because he did not wish the world to be
lieve that Germans were dishonorable. By maintaining 
that the ships were sunk because of a lack of communi
cations, he outwardly preserved his honor as well as 
his country's. Now he was a hero, a patriot and an 
officer designated for promotion and duty in the new 
German Navy.

Reuter, Scapa Flow, p. 138. See also, The 
Times (London), February 3, 1920, p. 10.

51



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The historian's task is not to discuss the 
impelling forces of fate; hut destiny, it would seem 
condemned the Imperial High Seas fleet to disaster.
The decision not to seek decisive surface actions, 
Tirpitz's resignation, and the sporadic mutinies of 
1917, all seem like indications of ominous destruc
tion to the historian. However, to contemporaries 
their significance was meaningless and no one guessed 
that the course of the New German Navy was carelessly 
plotted to a graveyard. Who bears the responsibility 
for such a course? No one person can be assigned the 
blame, for the destiny of the German Navy was not the 
responsibility of one man. Certainly, the Kaiser's 
indecisiveness as a supreme commander contributed to 
the inactivity of the fleet; but if the high ranking 
naval officers had presented a united front in oppo
sition to Wilhelm such a mediocre policy could have 
been altered. Yet there were no changes in naval strat
egy because the Chief of the Naval Cabinet and a clique
of naval admirals and politicians lacked the moral cour-Ilaroourt,
age to bear the responsibility for ordering the fleet
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to sea. Tirpitz, Scheer and Trotha wanted to fight 
hut were effectively prevented from making their ideas 
understood by the Kaiser. However, by a slow process 
the aggressive Admiral Scheer climbed to a position of 
power in the Navy. As Chief of the Admiralty, Scheer 
on his own initiative ordered the fleet to fight just 
as armistice negotiations were beginning and peace was 
near. Scheer's eleventh hour battle to win honor for 
the Navy and to secure better armistice terms had every 
chance of success but failed because of Scheer's inabil
ity to understand the soul of the German sailor. Rather 
than fighting what they believed to be a suicidal battle, 
the German enlisted men mutinied and left their vessels. 
If Scheer had known the temper of the German crews, he 
would never have ordered the fleet to sea. Even more 
amazing is that no other German admiral even in his 
wildest fantasies guessed that the German seamen would 
refuse to obey an order for sailing, though for the 
past year there had been considerable unrest among the
•v . . 2enlisted men, evidenced by hunger strikes and walkouts."

■ ■■■■■ '■ ■" ■■■- ■ — ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - ...... ........ - ..... .....................................  .... . ■■■ ----------  i ■

^Admiral Georg Alexander von Muller, The Kaiser 
and His Court; The Diaries, Note Books and Letters of 
Admiral Georg Alexander von Muller, Chief of the Naval 
Cabinet, 1914-1913, ed. by Walter Gorlitz, trans. by 
Mervyn Savill (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World,
1961), p. 60.

^Admiral Scheer, Germany's High Sea Fleet in the 
World War (London: Cassel and Co., 1920), pp. 355-356.
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Scheer was not alone in his unconcern for the 
common sailor. German officers, especially on the cap
ital ships demonstrated little sympathy and even less 
understanding. The Captain of the Rheinland was re
ported to have said to a sailor's grievance committee 
that "It does not matter to us whether you are overworked 
or not; the principal thing is that the ship is in fight
ing trim. Sailors are a minor matter; we can always 
get as many as we want."J

The mutiny of the fleet was allowed to happen 
because no one ever guessed that it would happen. The 
government, although informed about the unrest in the 
fleet, never took strong measures against the agitators 
because they were under the protection of radical Reich
stag deputies. Even when the mutiny was raging at its 
height, the Navy refused to request immediately army 
troops to crush the revolt. The naval officers then 
waited several days before even informing the govern
ment of their embarrassment. Under Prince Max of Baden, 
the government then fearing a civil war refused to take 
strong measures and the mutiny became a revolution.

^Phillip Scheidemann, The Making of New Germany; 
The Memoirs of Phillip Scheid'emann, trans. J. E. Michell 
(New York: D. Appleton and do’.', T929) II, PP* 230-33-
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This revolution could have been crushed with troops
from the front. One contemporary felt that

" . . .  the Berlin streets could easily 
have been cleared with a few battalions 
of storm troopers . . . [but] Prince Max 
had not the courage to give this order, 
especially since he feared it might dis
qualify him from succeeding to the Baden 
throne.4

Destiny did not ordain the German Revolution. The same 
lack of moral courage which kept the German fleet in 
port also allowed the success of the Revolution.

The High Seas Fleet was crippled as a military 
force, Sailors' Soviets were formed on each vessel 
while officers were kept on board as technical advisors 
subservient to a soviet admiralty. The German govern
ment was sinking into anarchy while the victorious 
Allied Powers were imposing crushing and humiliating 
terms upon the wrecked country. The better part of the 
German fleet had to be interned and all the U-boats must
be surrendered. Rear Admiral Ludwig von Reuter accepted

was vos.the gigantic task of carrying out the naval terms of 
the armistice and led the mutinous and impotent German 
fleet to Scapa Flow where, on June 21, 1919, the ships 
were scuttled.

4- iiPrince von Bulow, The World War and Germany's 
Collapse, 1909-1919, Vol. Ill of Memoirs of Prince von 
Bulow, trans. Geoffrey Dunlop (Boston: Little, Brown 
and Co., 1932), p. 339.
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Most certainly von Reuter ordered the scuttling 
of his ships rather than surrender the fleet to the 
British. This simple explanation, however, does not 
do justice to the true situation. Von Reuter was under 
pressure to scuttle the ships by his own officers and 
by the resurrected German Admiralty. Admiral Adolph 
von Trotha, the Chief of the Admiralty, without author
ity unequivocally told von Reuter to sink the ships. 
Since von Trotha controlled the avenues of promotion 
in the Navy, his unofficial order carried much weight 
with the officers at Scapa Flow. Von Reuter's story 
that the ships were sunk because he believed hostilities 
had resumed has little foundation, especially since he
attempted to conceal von Trotha's order to scuttle the

even "-rot
fleet. Yet von Reuter's story was readily believed by

Pn ■ \ ; . p  v. i  ; . >v ~ c-~
historians even though the German admiral placed the
blame for the scuttling upon the British interference

'
with German communications. Still the obvious question 
arises: Why was von Reuter ready to face imprisonment
for an act which he was ordered to do? Honor forced 
Reuter to take the responsibility. He had, however, 
no intention of burning his bridges behind him. While 
absolving the German Admiralty and government of any 
responsibility in the scuttling, von Reuter, by his
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steadfast claim that the scuttling was merely a mistake, 
hoped to escape the wrath of the Allied Powers. Thus, 
von Reuter's act of magnanimity in admitting responsi
bility was in reality a clever scheme to avoid punish
ment while preserving the honor of the Navy.

It may be easy to say von Reuter's actions were 
deceitful and even damnable yet it must also be remem
bered that von Reuter was dealing with enemies who 
were as unscrupulous and as cunning as he was. The 
Sailors' Soviets and the German government had sold out 
the Navy. The red sailors cared little for the honor 
which the officer caste held so dear and were not above 
manhandling and insulting their superiors, and the Ger
man government did not even protest the extreme naval 
terms of the peace. The Allied Powers were also un
scrupulous in conducting the internment and surrender. 
No neutral port was provided for the interned German 
fleet, and after the scuttling the Allied Powers forced 
the Germans to make reparations far in excess of what 
was just. Thus, to the German officers the scuttling

O C  J* at 1  -3 $

was a matter of honor, but this vain satisfaction of 
honor brought little respect to the Navy. To many, the 
fleet which had so uselessly participated in the war 
now had uselessly perished.
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The scuttling at Scapa Flow is not merely an 
historical curiosity that numerically reduced a navy; 
its effects went much deeper. The reparations demanded 
by the Allies for the sinking would cripple maritime 
Germany. The maritime equipment represented Germany's 
future ability to build vessels. The new red, gold and 
black flag of the Republic would be a stranger on the

'«LH o  O U  a p 4 *  i* -i. O  x  H - * l t*. n  ' — .i ¿a X"'il.tr-' -sea for many months.

An acute problem of the British was solved with
the loss of the best part of the German fleet for now
Britain felt secure as the leading European naval power.
First rate German warships would not be divided up among
third rate naval powers and British sea power was still

5free from European naval competition.

The division of the ships still left to the Allies,
the majority of them obsolete, and the division of marine
equipment aroused bitter arguments among the major powers.
The division of the maritime equipment according to the 
_____ ___ — -------------------------------------

Joint Note by the Admirals for the Council of 
the Principal and Associated Powers, June 27, 1919, Great 
Britain, British Foreign Office, Documents on British 
Foreign Policy, 1919-1939, Ed. E. L. Woodward and Rohan 
Butler (London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1947), 
1st Series, II, p. 233* Henceforth cited as British 
Documents.
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ship losses each nation had sustained during the war 
brought about disagreement —  especially by the United 
States. Here the division of the marine spoils of war 
was bitterly protested because the Americans received 
only two per cent of the equipment to be divided. The 
Allied Powers were divided on many issues; this was one.

The Scapa Flow incident confirmed the war propa
ganda of the Allies —  a Hun could not be trusted. Thus, 
at a time when Germany needed the world's sympathy, she 
incurred the world's distrust; and even the moderate
Wilson went on record as saying that in dealing with

7the Germans, one was dealing with dishonorable men.

Germans enthusiastically praised the men of Scapa 
Flow for preserving the honor of the nation; and Admiral 
Scheer, who had commanded the German High Seas Fleet

Q
during the war, officially announced his gratification.

Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations 
of the Five Great Powers at M. Pinchon's Room at the 
Quai d'Orsay, Paris, November 28, 1919» Ibid., p. 407*
See also, Seth P. Tillman, Anglo-American Relations at 
the Paris Peace Conference of 1919 (Princeton: Prince
ton University Press, 196 1), p. T75.

^Notes of a Meeting at Mr. Lloyd George's Resi
dence, 23 Rue Nilot, Paris, June 23, 1919, U. S. Depart
ment of State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations 
of the United States: Paris Peace Conference, 1919 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1945), VI,
p. 614-

O
°"Sinking of the German Fleet at Scapa Flow: 

Burning of the French Flags," Current History, X (August, 
1919), p. 225.
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The people of Germany agreed with Scheer, but some Ger
mans looked at the sinking as a tragedy for the country 
while sympathizing with the deed. The Neue Gazette
stated:

The officers and men who performed this 
deed may be forgiven. They acted in the 
spirit in which they were trained. On 
the other hand, if their action carries 
with it injurious results for Germany, 
it must be regretted for Germany is 
hardly in a position to indulge in the 
luxury of heroes.°

President Ebert and Chancellor Bauer expressed their
feelings about the sinking by saying "... that it
simply meant more for Germany to pay in reparations.
Bauer later expanded this:

The German Government means to fulfill 
the obligation undertaken by its agree
ment to the Versailles Treaty at all 
costs, and it is to be regretted if our 
own seamen have increased the already ^  
intolerable burden of our difficulties.'

In the Reichstag the sinking was popular, and it took 
courage for one representative to state that it was 
". . .an act of consummate injustice wrought upon Ger- * 1

^Neue Gazette, as quoted in New York Times, June 24, 
1919, p. 3.

10 "Sinking of the German Fleet at Scapa Plow:
Burning of the French Flags," Current History, X, p. 226.

1^New York Times, June 27, 1919, p. 1.

X
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1 2many by her admirals." Yet the officer caste of 
Germany wholeheartedly agreed with von Reuter that 
the:

. . . wonderful vigorous Fleet which 
off the Skagerrak [Jutland] belied the 
hundred-year-old saying: "Britannia 
rules the waves." Unconquered it lies 
in the harbour of Scapa Flow sunk in 
its self-chosen grave.13

The scuttling marked the chasm between the 
government and the military and demonstrated that the 
officer caste of Imperial Germany was incompatible with 
the new republican government. This instance was clear
ly demonstrated in March, 1920 when von Trotha, as 
Chief of the Admiralty, deliberately allowed the right 
wing, Free Corps, Ehrhardt Naval Brigade to march on 
the republican government in Berlin and give the Kapp 
Putsch its early success. When the Putsch collapsed 1

1 9Conrad Haussman as quoted in Erich Eyck, A 
History of the Weimar Republic, trans. Harlan P. Han- 
son and Robert G. L. Waite (Cambridge: Harvard Uni
versity Press, 1962), I, p. 169.

'•^Admiral von Reuter, Scapa Flow; The Account 
of the Greatest Scuttling of E l  Time, trans. I.M.N. 
Mundie (London: Hurst and Blackett, Ltd., 1940), 
p. 138.
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Trotha was forced to resign his position.^

Scapa Flow means many things: to some honor; to 
others disgrace; while to others it was merely an em
barrassment. The scuttling marked the end of the Ger
man dream of sea power and a decline in German naval 
ambition. The German Navy ended its days without the 
glory it had desired, but the Navy did leave its impact 
on the nation. The naval mutiny of 1918 was the spark 
which ignited the German Revolution, while the scuttling 
in 1919 left a bitter taste for the Republic in the mouths 
of many Germans who believed the new government sold out 
the Navy at the Peace Conference. Thus, the Navy pro-

14The Naval Brigade was recognized by Noske as 
dangerous. To disband this Brigade Noske placed it 
under the Navy’s command and it thus came under von 
Trotha's control. However, Noske realized that the 
Brigade might mutiny if ordered to disband for there 
was evidence that the Brigade was preparing to march 
to Berlin. To investigate the intentions of the Brigade, 
Noske sent Trotha to the Brigade's camp located outside 
of Berlin. Von Trotha reported to Noske that the Brigade 
was loyal to the government and it should not be disbanded. 
With this feeling of security Noske did not take measures 
to defend Berlin against the Brigade. However, it was 
later learned that von Trotha had warned the Brigade of 
his inspection so they could pretend loyalty to the gov
ernment. See Letter from Kapitan zur See Bidlingmaier 
of the Militargeschichtlich.es Forschungsamt of the Fed
eral Republic of Germany, October 10, 1965., Gustav Nos- 
ke, Von Kiel bis Kapp; zur Geschichte der Deutchen Rev
olution (Berlin: Politik und Wirtschaft, 1 920) , p. 2(33 ; 
and S. William Halperin, Germany Tried Democracy; a 
Political History of the Reich from 1918 to 1933- CNew 
York: WT Norton and Co., 1965), p. 191*
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vided the impetus which caused the downfall of the Em
pire as well as contributed to the discontent which 
played a part in destroying the Republic.
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Rudin, Harry R. Armistice: 1918. New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1944.

Rudin thoroughly discusses the terms of 
the naval armistice and accurately points to the 
many injustices which the Allies wrought upon 
the collapsing German Empire. The opinions of 
the various Allied Powers concerning the naval 
terms may also be found in the outstanding study 
of the 19 18 armistice.

Schubert, Paul and Gibson, Langhorne. Death of a Fleet,
1 9 17- 1 9 1 8 . New York: Coward - McCann, Inc., 1932.

These two doctrinaire historians have written 
the- account of ’ the mutiny and scuttling with 
little regard for historical criticism. They 
have written like novelists with about the same 
concern for facts that a fiction writer has.
Von Reuter's story is accepted by them without 
question or hesitation. Long intimate conversations 
are directly quoted without documentation. The 
authors, in their bibliography, claimed to have 
read the newspaper accounts for the years 19 18—
1919 in The Times (London) and the New York Times; 
yet they do not even mention the von Trotha cor
respondence. Their bibliography shows an omission 
of many valuable sources that should have been 
incorporated into the work. Although only ten 
pages are devoted to the actual scuttling, it 
is quite evident that the entire section is merely 
a rewritten account of von Reuter's memoirs.
Par from being a work of history, Death of a 
Fleet is a popularized and inaccurate narrative.
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Temperley, H. W. V. A History of the Peace Conference 
of Paris, Vols. I-II. London: Institute of 
International Affairs, 1920.

The treaty and its effects on the scuttling 
as well as the final disposition of the German 
fleet are discussed in this reputable work.
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Tillman, Seth P. Anglo-American Relations at the Paris 
Peace Conference of 1919» Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1961.

Tillman does an excellent job in dis
cussing the differences between the British and 
Americans concerning naval reparations.

Trask, David P. The United States in the Supreme War 
Council; American War Aims and Inter-Allied 
Strategy, 1917-1916. Middletown: Wesleyan 
University Press, T96I.

Trask has written one of the most definitive 
and well documented accounts of the negotiations 
which led up to the armistice in 1918. Of par
ticular merit, is his section dealing with the 
naval terms of the armistice.

Vogt, Hannah. The Burden of Guilt: A Short History 
of Germany, 1914-1945. Translated by Herbert 
Strauss. New York: Oxford University Press,
1964.

Vogt's summary of the German Devolution 
provides a comprehensive study of the effects 
of World War I on the German people.

Wheeler-Bennett, John W. The Nemesis of Power: The 
German Army in Politics, 1916-1945. London: 
Macmillan and Co., T9U T.

Although dealing primarily with army officers, 
the author describes the activities of Noske as 
defense minister with superlative adjectives.

Periodicals
"Aboard the German Fleet in Scapa Flow," Living Age, 

CCCI (April 26, 1919), 201-204.
A most helpful source, this article is an 

account of a German officer on the shipboard 
routine at Scapa Flow.

f

"Admiral Jellicoe's Story of the British Battle Fleet," 
Literary Digest, LX (March 8, 1919), 76-78.

An interview with Jellicoe, the British 
commander at Jutland, merely proved that the 
British admiral could not offer any reasonable 
explanation to the failure of the Royal Navy 
in not destroying the German fleet when they 
had the opportunity.
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Baldwin, Elbert Francis, "When Germany Yielded," Out
look, CXXII (July 30, 1919), 508-510.

Baldwin launched an attack on the French, 
saying that the scuttling was France's fault 
because she was responsible for advocating the 
internment of the German fleet.
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Beaufort, J. M. de. "German Admiralty," Quarterly Review, 
CCVI (July, 1916), 75-77.

Beaufort dryly describes the German North 
Sea naval ports.

Benjamin, P. "Germany's Naval Disgrace," Independent,
XCVI (December 21, 1918), 399.

The author calls the Germans cowards for 
surrendering their fleet without a battle.
. "Shall We Sink the German Fleet," Independent, 
XCVII (February 1, 1919), 150.

Benjamin interestingly discusses the al
ternatives of dealing with the interned fleet.
. "Will the German Fleet Come Out," Independent, 
XCII (October 20, 1917), 128.

This article says little of importance, 
but accuses the Germans of cowardice because of 
their refusal to fight a decisive surface engage
ment .

Danziger, J. "Starting the German Revolution," Current 
History, X (June, 1919), 458-462.

Danziger has written a somewhat mediocre 
account of the November naval mutiny. However, 
even though in error about some of the occurrences, 
the motives for the mutiny are accurately described.

"Documentary History of the German Revolution," Living 
Age, CCC (March 1, 1919), 513-519.

This source presents valuable documents 
showing the German governmentfe attitude towards 
the early Sailor's Soviets.

"End of the German Navy," Literary Digest, LIX (Decem
ber 7, 1918), 15-16.

A narrative of the German naval surrender 
at the Firth of Forth is presented.
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"Pate of the Enemy Warships," Current History, XIII 
(February, 1921), 272-27~

This article contains information on the 
final division of German ships after the scuttling.

nFiennes, G. "Admiral Jellicoe's Story of the Navy," 
hiving Age, CCC (March 22, 1919), 726-730.

Admiral Jellicoe expounds on the "mission" 
of the Royal Navy."

"From a Private Log," Atlantic, CXXIII (February, 1919),284- 286.
A British naval captain narrates the in

spection of the German ships at the Firth of 
Forth.

"From Prussianism to Bolshevism," Independent, XCVI 
(November 23, 1918), 240-242.

This sketchy article was one of the first 
stories published on the November naval mutiny 

\ and clearly shows how little the world knew
about the events which were disrupting the Ger
man nation.

Gardiner, J. B. W. "Germany’s Future Military Position," 
World's Work, XXXVIII (January, 1919), 325-331*

Gardiner believed that Germany was per
manently crippled as a naval power even before 
the scuttling because of her governments inability 
to finance a navy.

"German Fleet in the North Sea," Scientific American,
CIV (March 25, 1916), 320.

What might the German fleet do, is the 
question asked by this penetrating article.

"The German Fleet Scuttled at Scapa," Tablet, CXXXIII 
(June 28, 1919), 794.

Although somewhat brief, this article does 
confirm information found in other sources.

"German Honor," Outlook, CXXII (July 2, 1919), 357-358.
German honor is said to have been the cause 

of the scuttling. The author maintains that the 
German concept of honor is actually dishonor.

"German Naval Hara-kiri," Literary Digest, XLII (July 5, 
1919), 24-25.

The basis of this article is "waving the 
bloody shirt," and demanding that Germany be 
punished for Scapa Flow.
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"Germany's Hatred of England," Current History, XII 
(April, 1920), 147-152.

Here is presented the unique point of 
view that the German Navy actually believed that 
it was fighting World War I to preserve the free
dom of the seas by destroying British sea power 
which had ruled the waves for centuries.

"Germany's Naval Disgrace as Seen from the Texas,"
Literary Digest, LX (January 11, 1919), 54-59.

An American correspondent aboard an 
American vessel presents a valuable eyewitness 
account of the inspection at the Firth of Forth.

"German View of the German Fleet's Last Cruise," Literary 
Digest, LX (March 22, 1919), 110-113-

A German naval officer gives an emotional 
narrative of the internment of the High Seas Fleet.

Gribble, B. F. "Scuttling at Scapa Flow," Current History, 
XI (October, 1919), 167-169.

Gribble was a British artist present at 
the scuttling. With an excellent eye, he was 
able to recreate the epic sinking in print.
Gribble who was sketching the ships at Scapa Flow, 
noticed the signal of von Reuter's to scuttle on 
the day prior to the sinking. Other sources 
assume that the signal was given on the same day 
as the scuttling. This article is particularly 
valuable because Gribble was the only civilian 
who actually participated in the events which 
took place on June 21, 1919; others who were 
present were naval officers who were more prone 
to have some bias in retelling the events of the 
day.

"How German Sailors Wrecked Wilhelm's Ship of State,"
Literary Digest, LX (February- 8, 1919), 121-124.

This article claims that the sailor's were 
the sole cause of the German Revolution.

Hunter, F. T. "Backing Beatty," Y/orld's Work, XXXVIII 
(July, 1919), 329-336.,

Beatty is praised as the outstanding Allied 
admiral of World War I.
. "Surrender of the German Fleet," World's Work, 
‘XXXVII (March, 1919), 537-538.

Hunter presents a fairly objective narrative 
of the internment.
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"Jellicoe on the Grand Fleet," Scientific American,
C.XX (April 26, 1919), 42~

In an interview, Admiral Jellicoe reviews 
the British naval strategy of the war.

"last Cruise of the German Fleet," Current History, IX 
(March, 1919), 442-443-

A German naval officer writes on the intern
ment of the fleet.

"Leading Navies Compared," Scientific American, CXXIV 
(February 12, 1921), 130-131-

This statistical article shows the depth 
to which German naval power had sunk.

Ludwig, Emil. "Great Revolt at Kiel," Living Age, CCC 
(larch 29, 1919), 778-784.

A valuable but brief account of the German 
naval mutiny is presented.

x New York Times, October 1, 1918 - February 25, 1920.
1?he Times features both the leading news 

stories of the day as well as reprints from 
European papers. It is an invaluable source.

Machen, "Drake's Drum," Living Age, CCCI (June 14, 1919), 
665-667 -

Machon claims that the sailors on one 
British vessel heard the beating of the war 
drum of Sir Francis Drake during the inspection 
of the German ships at the Firth of Forth.

Perrot, F. "Watching the Great Surrender," Living Age,
CCC (January 4, 1919), 5-9-

Perrot gives a narrative of the internment.
"Revolt in the German Navy," Current History, IX (March, 

1919), 439-442.
This thumb-nail but inaccurate sketch of 

the mutiny gives a comprehensive analysis to the 
causes of the revolt.

"Sinking of the German Fleet at Scapa Flow; Burning of 
the French Flags," Current History, X (August, 
1919), 225-226.

Except for its "damn the Hun" interpretations 
this feature story' has a good narrative of the 
scuttling.
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"Surrender of the German Fleet," Current History, IX 
(January, 1919), 30-33«

The glory of the British triumph over the 
German Navy is quite overdone in this account 
of the internment.

"Surrender of the German High Seas Fleet," Current 
History, IX, (December, 1918), 382-384'.

This narrative of the' internment provides 
a good summary of the great surrender.

"That Active German Fleet," Literary Digest, LIV (June 2, 
1917), 169«Ridicule of the German Navy is the thesis 
of this wartime article.

The Times (London), October 1, 1918 - February 25, 1920.
The Times seldom got carried away on a 

wave of anti-Oerman war hysteria and remained 
a respectable news medium even when British 
tempers flared at the peace conference.

"Why the German Navy Failed," Current History, XII (April, 
1920), 153-156.

Secrecy and lies are said to be the real 
cause for the German naval defeat. Evidently 
the author believes that the good triumph in 
the end.
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